1
00:00:08,779 --> 00:00:13,279
right believe me everybody will make it
2
00:00:10,490 --> 00:00:16,309
let's start them now welcome to the June
3
00:00:13,279 --> 00:00:18,439
super mutant No
4
00:00:16,309 --> 00:00:19,670
as you know every six months or so we
5
00:00:18,439 --> 00:00:21,649
rarely update you with the latest
6
00:00:19,670 --> 00:00:24,290
sightings that have occurred in the
7
00:00:21,649 --> 00:00:26,349
southwards area and incidentally they're
8
00:00:24,289 --> 00:00:28,608
being quite a lot of them recently
9
00:00:26,350 --> 00:00:30,618
however it's like we're able to attend
10
00:00:28,609 --> 00:00:32,359
our attention to the North Wales area
11
00:00:30,618 --> 00:00:34,570
and this is because they are the
12
00:00:32,359 --> 00:00:37,369
pleasure of the company of mr. Gary row
13
00:00:34,570 --> 00:00:39,170
now although Gary was born I think it's
14
00:00:37,369 --> 00:00:40,579
stoke-on-trent he's lived in North Wales
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15
00:00:39,170 --> 00:00:45,140
for many many years and currently
16
00:00:40,579 --> 00:00:47,089
resides in rill he's been interested in
17
00:00:45,140 --> 00:00:49,039
the UFO phenomena since his teenage
18
00:00:47,090 --> 00:00:52,219
years and since then he's been actively
19
00:00:49,039 --> 00:00:54,558
investigating UFO sightings in the area
20
00:00:52,219 --> 00:00:56,808
for many decades including the plan of
21
00:00:54,558 --> 00:01:00,140
our case which I spoke to about a few
22
00:00:56,808 --> 00:01:02,238
years ago on which no doubt have
23
00:01:00,140 --> 00:01:04,280
something to say tonight as well
24
00:01:02,238 --> 00:01:06,349
he's been a member of and run and
25
00:01:04,280 --> 00:01:08,239
founded various UFO groups have given
26
00:01:06,349 --> 00:01:10,459
many talks on the subject over the years
27
00:01:08,239 --> 00:01:13,069
and is extremely knowledgeable on the
28
00:01:10,459 --> 00:01:15,199
subject so Tony you take this through
29
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00:01:13,069 --> 00:01:17,809
many of his most notable North Wales UFO
30
00:01:15,200 --> 00:01:22,180
investigations so I never told me long
31
00:01:17,810 --> 00:01:22,180
ago please give a warm welcome to mr.
32
00:01:28,799 --> 00:01:31,890
[Music]
33
00:01:32,590 --> 00:01:37,939
thank you very much for that that's a
34
00:01:35,000 --> 00:01:39,890
brilliant welcome now I must warn you I
35
00:01:37,939 --> 00:01:42,590
don't know which of you is gonna fall
36
00:01:39,890 --> 00:01:44,180
asleep first you all live on they've
37
00:01:42,590 --> 00:01:45,799
been on the road from eight o'clock this
38
00:01:44,180 --> 00:01:47,180
morning until four o'clock this
39
00:01:45,799 --> 00:01:49,819
afternoon because they've been a major
40
00:01:47,180 --> 00:01:51,830
accident somewhere and every roads got
41
00:01:49,819 --> 00:01:54,309
diversions and police cars I've never
42
00:01:51,829 --> 00:01:58,459
seen so much about I thought my belly
43
00:01:54,310 --> 00:02:14,360
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right okay then well when you elect me
44
00:01:58,459 --> 00:02:18,469
how's the the new Prime Minister I am 77
45
00:02:14,360 --> 00:02:20,660
years of age my wife Christine over
46
00:02:18,469 --> 00:02:23,810
there and we live in North Wales I've
47
00:02:20,659 --> 00:02:25,849
got one son two grandsons as has already
48
00:02:23,810 --> 00:02:29,479
been said I've spent my entire life
49
00:02:25,849 --> 00:02:34,400
looking into phenomena one kind of
50
00:02:29,479 --> 00:02:37,280
mother and especially UFOs why do I do
51
00:02:34,400 --> 00:02:39,230
it I do it to try and settle whether
52
00:02:37,280 --> 00:02:42,019
this thing that somebody's seen all I've
53
00:02:39,229 --> 00:02:44,209
seen myself is just some common thing
54
00:02:42,019 --> 00:02:48,379
misunderstood some kind of military
55
00:02:44,209 --> 00:02:50,930
craft or could it be heaven forbid a UFO
56
00:02:48,379 --> 00:02:53,299
from an extraterrestrial but all I'm
57
00:02:50,930 --> 00:02:55,519
interested in is the answer when I've
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58
00:02:53,299 --> 00:02:58,670
got it I don't care if it turns out to
59
00:02:55,519 --> 00:03:01,599
be a jumbo jet a bird an aeroplane or
60
00:02:58,669 --> 00:03:05,149
Superman as long as I get the answer and
61
00:03:01,599 --> 00:03:07,519
nobody that you will look at well spend
62
00:03:05,150 --> 00:03:09,859
as much effort as I do to try to get to
63
00:03:07,519 --> 00:03:11,659
the answer and the data banks and the
64
00:03:09,859 --> 00:03:14,420
people that I have use to get to that
65
00:03:11,659 --> 00:03:16,759
answer will absolutely astonishing but I
66
00:03:14,419 --> 00:03:18,719
will get to the answer I've been
67
00:03:16,759 --> 00:03:21,120
fortunate if you can put it
68
00:03:18,719 --> 00:03:23,490
whether you believe in coincidences I
69
00:03:21,120 --> 00:03:29,219
offer every single day today's no
70
00:03:23,490 --> 00:03:31,170
exception very lucky to about some of
71
00:03:29,219 --> 00:03:35,129
the most important cases that have ever
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72
00:03:31,169 --> 00:03:39,839
been made not just to do with UFOs had
73
00:03:35,129 --> 00:03:41,879
to do with all more than the life they
74
00:03:39,840 --> 00:03:44,300
have left me totally stunned
75
00:03:41,879 --> 00:03:47,609
I don't spawn very easily but they have
76
00:03:44,300 --> 00:03:50,340
I mean 50 books probably I didn't write
77
00:03:47,610 --> 00:03:52,050
any of them myself I don't agree with
78
00:03:50,340 --> 00:03:53,610
everything everybody's written but
79
00:03:52,050 --> 00:03:56,390
nonetheless it's nice to be mentioned
80
00:03:53,610 --> 00:03:56,390
again isn't it
81
00:03:57,650 --> 00:04:03,060
several of my places I've been made into
82
00:04:01,469 --> 00:04:05,699
the x-files some of you may have seen
83
00:04:03,060 --> 00:04:08,159
the x-files on the telly Roth forgive my
84
00:04:05,699 --> 00:04:09,599
cases actually of all the places for the
85
00:04:08,159 --> 00:04:12,449
stories on the x-files
86
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00:04:09,599 --> 00:04:16,738
to which I've got some lovely signed
87
00:04:12,449 --> 00:04:20,339
autographs from stuff but that's another
88
00:04:16,738 --> 00:04:22,379
thing northwards
89
00:04:20,339 --> 00:04:25,049
if you thought to mention actually that
90
00:04:22,379 --> 00:04:26,519
I also lived in South Wales for 25 years
91
00:04:25,050 --> 00:04:28,590
other to the little village of Marken
92
00:04:26,519 --> 00:04:31,469
offering between you Thor tuga Philly
93
00:04:28,589 --> 00:04:35,599
and while I was there investigating UFOs
94
00:04:31,470 --> 00:04:38,820
as passionately as I am doing currently
95
00:04:35,600 --> 00:04:44,160
I'm often asked if I actually believe in
96
00:04:38,819 --> 00:04:47,480
UFOs the answer is no I don't I do not
97
00:04:44,160 --> 00:04:50,580
believe in UFOs and I'll explain what I
98
00:04:47,480 --> 00:04:53,040
believe to me it's just something that
99
00:04:50,579 --> 00:04:58,019
people choose to cling to in the absence
100
00:04:53,040 --> 00:05:00,780
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of any real proof that's a relief no I
101
00:04:58,019 --> 00:05:05,399
don't believe in UFOs I absolutely know
102
00:05:00,779 --> 00:05:07,049
that they are real absolutely in this
103
00:05:05,399 --> 00:05:08,579
presentation I'm gonna be able to offer
104
00:05:07,050 --> 00:05:11,460
you a fraction of the mass per hundred
105
00:05:08,579 --> 00:05:11,859
things on that I've got but it's going
106
00:05:11,459 --> 00:05:15,430
to be
107
00:05:11,860 --> 00:05:17,080
massive amazing stuff all the time the
108
00:05:15,430 --> 00:05:20,079
talk so you don't understand why I'm so
109
00:05:17,079 --> 00:05:22,709
sure and just maybe convince you to go
110
00:05:20,079 --> 00:05:27,339
see your own proof for us more the set
111
00:05:22,709 --> 00:05:29,948
in the x-files the truth is out back and
112
00:05:27,339 --> 00:05:31,388
we went out and found it I'm going to
113
00:05:29,949 --> 00:05:34,419
tell you it's a pretty strange events
114
00:05:31,389 --> 00:05:36,939
that the first seems gutted but I think
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115
00:05:34,418 --> 00:05:39,568
they are related and partisan Grunk UFO
116
00:05:36,939 --> 00:05:42,310
plan that's going on to this very day
117
00:05:39,569 --> 00:05:45,189
I'm not sure when these events first
118
00:05:42,310 --> 00:05:47,680
started occurring I suspect it could be
119
00:05:45,189 --> 00:05:49,449
way back in the past certainly they take
120
00:05:47,680 --> 00:05:53,168
further back than when I first moved to
121
00:05:49,449 --> 00:05:59,408
Rome North Wales in 1979 so I'm going to
122
00:05:53,168 --> 00:06:02,408
start with 1978 I'm going to begin with
123
00:05:59,408 --> 00:06:05,199
Anglesey I don't live in I don't see how
124
00:06:02,408 --> 00:06:08,649
they've been real but Anglesey is quite
125
00:06:05,199 --> 00:06:10,629
me I've spent a lifetime there first I'm
126
00:06:08,649 --> 00:06:12,579
going to take you back to September 78
127
00:06:10,629 --> 00:06:16,300
when these events happened the year
128
00:06:12,579 --> 00:06:18,668
before I move that this report was
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129
00:06:16,300 --> 00:06:21,430
actually compiled by Federation UFO
130
00:06:18,668 --> 00:06:25,258
research from chest that's on in
131
00:06:21,430 --> 00:06:29,918
Cheshire Creek right
132
00:06:25,259 --> 00:06:36,430
the following good come on just a slider
133
00:06:29,918 --> 00:06:42,430
please yes recognize them they're
134
00:06:36,430 --> 00:06:44,588
helping me with my body this is I will
135
00:06:42,430 --> 00:06:47,939
see I'm sure none of you really need me
136
00:06:44,588 --> 00:06:47,939
to tell you where none will see this
137
00:07:02,850 --> 00:07:19,320
see that okay this is the Isle of I can
138
00:07:17,170 --> 00:07:22,150
see I live just up the road near of it
139
00:07:19,319 --> 00:07:23,889
most important for the area so I'm going
140
00:07:22,149 --> 00:07:26,709
to talk about all the stuff all over the
141
00:07:23,889 --> 00:07:29,199
island is this area here where there's a
142
00:07:26,709 --> 00:07:31,449
manatee it's called Holly's mountain and
143
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00:07:29,199 --> 00:07:34,360
below it as you can see they're almost
144
00:07:31,449 --> 00:07:34,659
in the central uncle si and 2/3 of the
145
00:07:34,360 --> 00:07:39,069
way up
146
00:07:34,660 --> 00:07:42,160
Islamic am f as a discord okay which is
147
00:07:39,069 --> 00:07:44,589
a very tiny little village and the top
148
00:07:42,160 --> 00:07:49,050
end is called Paris core which will
149
00:07:44,589 --> 00:07:51,579
feature in what I'm going to tell okay
150
00:07:49,050 --> 00:07:53,259
the first indication that something
151
00:07:51,579 --> 00:07:56,459
unusual the curved in the one in command
152
00:07:53,259 --> 00:07:59,709
area came from several newspapers
153
00:07:56,459 --> 00:08:02,169
sporting such ludicrous entrance are six
154
00:07:59,709 --> 00:08:05,199
thoughts silver sooty spaceman chases
155
00:08:02,170 --> 00:08:06,520
catters they love it done the end there
156
00:08:05,199 --> 00:08:09,069
was little green men as well they they
157
00:08:06,519 --> 00:08:10,779
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absolutely right by the time several the
158
00:08:09,069 --> 00:08:12,370
witnesses have given their accounts of
159
00:08:10,779 --> 00:08:15,369
the incidents on well stripes in the
160
00:08:12,370 --> 00:08:19,060
radio it was decided by few for to
161
00:08:15,370 --> 00:08:21,009
investigate the case in-depth prior to
162
00:08:19,060 --> 00:08:23,709
the investigation commenced seen before
163
00:08:21,009 --> 00:08:25,659
contacted Dunsany place of beautiful or
164
00:08:23,709 --> 00:08:31,359
I think we may have a picture in it
165
00:08:25,660 --> 00:08:33,790
would be please this is a stylized
166
00:08:31,360 --> 00:08:40,060
picture this is from their actual report
167
00:08:33,789 --> 00:08:42,909
you see London command marked on a tiny
168
00:08:40,059 --> 00:08:46,750
place who built his own Observatory ins
169
00:08:42,909 --> 00:08:48,279
of high keen UFO investigator the names
170
00:08:46,750 --> 00:08:48,730
and addresses of the witnesses of
171
00:08:48,279 --> 00:08:52,000
trotting
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172
00:08:48,730 --> 00:08:53,440
a finger of ground of abettin he figures
173
00:08:52,000 --> 00:08:55,480
later in the talk as well
174
00:08:53,440 --> 00:08:58,700
it's only contacting Larry David before
175
00:08:55,480 --> 00:09:00,830
and obtaining the relevant information
176
00:08:58,700 --> 00:09:02,840
a brief rundown of the inserts there was
177
00:09:00,830 --> 00:09:04,940
at this point that multi geekman became
178
00:09:02,840 --> 00:09:07,790
involved in the case and decided to
179
00:09:04,940 --> 00:09:10,820
undergo a joint investigation so not a
180
00:09:07,789 --> 00:09:12,289
command itself Monica made Liza's point
181
00:09:10,820 --> 00:09:14,990
just north of the center of the island
182
00:09:12,289 --> 00:09:17,539
itself is a small rural Township
183
00:09:14,990 --> 00:09:21,740
surrounded by seeming Angeles mr. of
184
00:09:17,539 --> 00:09:25,159
undulating format I think we may have a
185
00:09:21,740 --> 00:09:32,000
slide that's Tony place yeah we're
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186
00:09:25,159 --> 00:09:34,370
getting that right there the terminus
187
00:09:32,000 --> 00:09:36,200
only two main streets light by quite old
188
00:09:34,370 --> 00:09:39,080
buildings the main scenario of this
189
00:09:36,200 --> 00:09:40,879
report the mass of an estate is quite a
190
00:09:39,080 --> 00:09:43,370
recent building development just to the
191
00:09:40,879 --> 00:09:46,129
rest of the town lies the failure to
192
00:09:43,370 --> 00:09:48,019
unlock railroad which builds onto the
193
00:09:46,129 --> 00:09:50,389
scene of the incidents which follow in
194
00:09:48,019 --> 00:09:53,720
this report the investigations were
195
00:09:50,389 --> 00:09:57,080
started on the 5th of September 78 when
196
00:09:53,720 --> 00:09:59,110
a team of few four members gathered in
197
00:09:57,080 --> 00:10:01,730
Staffordshire set out for Anglesey
198
00:09:59,110 --> 00:10:03,649
whilst enroute the investigators chat
199
00:10:01,730 --> 00:10:04,970
with : make Police Headquarters to
200
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00:10:03,649 --> 00:10:07,039
ascertain the depth of the police
201
00:10:04,970 --> 00:10:08,810
investigation into the sightings
202
00:10:07,039 --> 00:10:10,909
although several of their police
203
00:10:08,809 --> 00:10:12,799
officers had seen something unusual on
204
00:10:10,909 --> 00:10:17,480
the same evening they have been told
205
00:10:12,799 --> 00:10:19,849
that they were medias as usual it was
206
00:10:17,480 --> 00:10:23,690
decided at this point to go directly to
207
00:10:19,850 --> 00:10:25,370
Lanica met on arrival at the site again
208
00:10:23,690 --> 00:10:27,920
it was agreed that the first priority
209
00:10:25,370 --> 00:10:30,049
would be to ascertain if the objects
210
00:10:27,919 --> 00:10:32,629
seen as London if so were there any
211
00:10:30,049 --> 00:10:34,639
traces several witnesses came forward
212
00:10:32,629 --> 00:10:37,009
assured the investigators the early
213
00:10:34,639 --> 00:10:39,439
where the UFO and apparently London lead
214
00:10:37,009 --> 00:10:41,679
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on with this knowledge they immediately
215
00:10:39,440 --> 00:10:44,460
undertook an examination of the air
216
00:10:41,679 --> 00:10:47,370
since the initial sighting in concert
217
00:10:44,460 --> 00:10:49,290
being a grateful and I wins and although
218
00:10:47,370 --> 00:10:51,210
the majorities surrounding terrain was
219
00:10:49,289 --> 00:10:53,669
rough grazing month there were a number
220
00:10:51,210 --> 00:10:55,590
of fields which were rather marching it
221
00:10:53,669 --> 00:10:57,299
must be noted at this point that a
222
00:10:55,590 --> 00:10:59,129
number of the fields were inhabited by
223
00:10:57,299 --> 00:11:01,559
cattle and this combined with the
224
00:10:59,129 --> 00:11:04,110
adverse weather made the chance of
225
00:11:01,559 --> 00:11:05,609
finding any traces robbery but this all
226
00:11:04,110 --> 00:11:08,909
may sound a bit boring but just want to
227
00:11:05,610 --> 00:11:13,050
show the the breadth of this and the
228
00:11:08,909 --> 00:11:14,819
shared content of it if I may even if
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229
00:11:13,049 --> 00:11:16,740
the object of lightning the possibility
230
00:11:14,820 --> 00:11:18,270
find interest was never removed although
231
00:11:16,740 --> 00:11:20,039
the police were on the scene of the
232
00:11:18,269 --> 00:11:22,409
incident shortly after 9 o'clock on the
233
00:11:20,039 --> 00:11:24,779
evening of September no examination of
234
00:11:22,409 --> 00:11:26,219
the air there was up to be undertaken so
235
00:11:24,779 --> 00:11:28,529
it could well imagine how interested
236
00:11:26,220 --> 00:11:31,379
they were in it the following accounts
237
00:11:28,529 --> 00:11:33,779
of the UFO sightings all the information
238
00:11:31,379 --> 00:11:36,179
given by the witnesses who live in and
239
00:11:33,779 --> 00:11:38,189
around the village of annika met the
240
00:11:36,179 --> 00:11:41,159
incidents all set out in time sequence
241
00:11:38,190 --> 00:11:45,120
starting with the day witness first mrs.
242
00:11:41,159 --> 00:11:47,909
Helen Roberts a mystical in wind news 44
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243
00:11:45,120 --> 00:11:49,560
46 years old respectively mr. Robinson
244
00:11:47,909 --> 00:11:51,360
mr. Jews were taken their dogs for a
245
00:11:49,559 --> 00:11:53,099
walk on the outskirts of London camed
246
00:11:51,360 --> 00:11:56,460
when they noticed the strange appearance
247
00:11:53,100 --> 00:11:58,680
of the sky about 1750 hours the whole
248
00:11:56,460 --> 00:12:00,509
sky seemed to become a bread and the
249
00:11:58,679 --> 00:12:03,029
atmosphere was very heavy in the area
250
00:12:00,509 --> 00:12:04,289
quieter than usual they then noticed
251
00:12:03,029 --> 00:12:06,779
what appeared to be strange-looking
252
00:12:04,289 --> 00:12:09,419
claret the witness described the clothes
253
00:12:06,779 --> 00:12:11,519
being roughly circular in shape black at
254
00:12:09,419 --> 00:12:13,409
the bottom right on the top they thought
255
00:12:11,519 --> 00:12:15,990
it unusual because it was the only cloud
256
00:12:13,409 --> 00:12:19,769
in the entire sky and they watched the
257
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00:12:15,990 --> 00:12:22,889
object for 30 minutes with us - this is
258
00:12:19,769 --> 00:12:24,659
Betty Owen 50 years of age I was told by
259
00:12:22,889 --> 00:12:27,149
an egg to come outside and look at a
260
00:12:24,659 --> 00:12:29,459
strange object in the sky I'm going
261
00:12:27,149 --> 00:12:32,429
outside mrs. Owen saw what appeared to
262
00:12:29,460 --> 00:12:33,420
be a silver ball she watched the object
263
00:12:32,429 --> 00:12:34,979
for five minutes
264
00:12:33,419 --> 00:12:38,659
after watching the object for a while
265
00:12:34,980 --> 00:12:42,129
longer she finally went back in our oven
266
00:12:38,659 --> 00:12:43,958
another witness Alan Williams was
267
00:12:42,129 --> 00:12:45,458
years old and he was playing with
268
00:12:43,958 --> 00:12:47,799
several of his friends in the field
269
00:12:45,458 --> 00:12:49,869
which leads onto the rear of masa
270
00:12:47,799 --> 00:12:52,359
furnace state when he noticed the
271
00:12:49,870 --> 00:12:54,039
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strange circular shaped light that
272
00:12:52,360 --> 00:12:56,800
emitted a bright light from its surface
273
00:12:54,039 --> 00:12:59,198
area as the object descended the light
274
00:12:56,799 --> 00:13:01,689
intensified and grew in apparent size
275
00:12:59,198 --> 00:13:03,549
while still descending the object
276
00:13:01,690 --> 00:13:05,829
returned to its original size and
277
00:13:03,549 --> 00:13:08,109
magnitude it was at this point the
278
00:13:05,828 --> 00:13:10,778
witness became apprehensive and decided
279
00:13:08,110 --> 00:13:12,789
to make always own he did notice however
280
00:13:10,778 --> 00:13:16,539
that the couple in the next field seemed
281
00:13:12,789 --> 00:13:19,059
very dispersed David more pesky 12 years
282
00:13:16,539 --> 00:13:21,009
of age probably the main witness of the
283
00:13:19,059 --> 00:13:23,559
Veronica meth sighting called Louise of
284
00:13:21,009 --> 00:13:25,360
tender age is a cousin decide to remain
285
00:13:23,559 --> 00:13:28,539
fluent and consistent throughout the
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286
00:13:25,360 --> 00:13:30,250
investigations the above taken time day
287
00:13:28,539 --> 00:13:33,219
playing with some friends and himself
288
00:13:30,250 --> 00:13:35,799
were playing football on the OCS state
289
00:13:33,220 --> 00:13:37,449
of my supper when one of his friends do
290
00:13:35,799 --> 00:13:39,370
his attention to a strange light which
291
00:13:37,448 --> 00:13:42,639
appeared to be descending onto a field
292
00:13:39,370 --> 00:13:44,980
behind the estate he decided to take a
293
00:13:42,639 --> 00:13:46,930
closer loved it and run to the gate
294
00:13:44,980 --> 00:13:49,659
leading onto the field keeping the
295
00:13:46,929 --> 00:13:51,519
object in view all the time from this
296
00:13:49,659 --> 00:13:54,370
point you could see the object more
297
00:13:51,519 --> 00:13:57,959
clearly which was still descending he
298
00:13:54,370 --> 00:14:00,959
described the object as bullet said a
299
00:13:57,958 --> 00:14:00,958
moped
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300
00:14:04,500 --> 00:14:11,610
they announced it it was a bright white
301
00:14:09,570 --> 00:14:13,980
color except for a glowing red band
302
00:14:11,610 --> 00:14:16,350
which run around the perimeter of the
303
00:14:13,980 --> 00:14:18,330
object the witness authors also noticed
304
00:14:16,350 --> 00:14:20,610
the series of red lights which run
305
00:14:18,330 --> 00:14:22,350
across the breadth of the object I'll
306
00:14:20,610 --> 00:14:26,940
still just begun to near the ground
307
00:14:22,350 --> 00:14:28,409
level more detail could be seen so David
308
00:14:26,940 --> 00:14:30,900
noticed that there were two protrusions
309
00:14:28,409 --> 00:14:35,549
on each side of the crowd which he does
310
00:14:30,899 --> 00:14:37,500
see there and that it was at this point
311
00:14:35,549 --> 00:14:39,329
in the David felt ugly and Sehun
312
00:14:37,500 --> 00:14:41,580
discussed what to do with his friends
313
00:14:39,330 --> 00:14:43,650
during the short conversation he
314
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00:14:41,580 --> 00:14:45,720
momentarily lost his concentration on
315
00:14:43,649 --> 00:14:47,279
the object and when he looked again the
316
00:14:45,720 --> 00:14:49,710
object appeared on the wood near the
317
00:14:47,279 --> 00:14:51,000
ground but the most surprising factor
318
00:14:49,710 --> 00:14:53,639
was the object appeared to be a
319
00:14:51,000 --> 00:14:55,440
different shape Devi described as
320
00:14:53,639 --> 00:14:57,809
appeared to be two silicates of light
321
00:14:55,440 --> 00:14:59,850
the inner circle being dramatic color
322
00:14:57,809 --> 00:15:02,159
which is surrounded by the eight they
323
00:14:59,850 --> 00:15:04,830
act a circle which is a brilliant white
324
00:15:02,159 --> 00:15:07,409
the perimeter of this circle was energy
325
00:15:04,830 --> 00:15:09,389
irregular to Pier to go beyond some
326
00:15:07,409 --> 00:15:11,789
trees and then was completely bought
327
00:15:09,389 --> 00:15:14,009
from his view all the probably seen was
328
00:15:11,789 --> 00:15:15,870
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a white glow from beyond the trees his
329
00:15:14,009 --> 00:15:18,480
friends left at this point to tell their
330
00:15:15,870 --> 00:15:20,129
parents and although they could hear no
331
00:15:18,480 --> 00:15:22,200
noise from the object the cattle and
332
00:15:20,129 --> 00:15:24,689
horses and surrounding fields seen
333
00:15:22,200 --> 00:15:27,180
extremely disturbed by something
334
00:15:24,690 --> 00:15:29,370
several cut and fled from one field to
335
00:15:27,179 --> 00:15:32,099
another but David couldn't see what the
336
00:15:29,370 --> 00:15:33,779
cause of the disturbance boss at this
337
00:15:32,100 --> 00:15:35,190
point some of David's friends run to
338
00:15:33,779 --> 00:15:37,559
their parents mother's trust their
339
00:15:35,190 --> 00:15:38,910
opinion and although David could hear no
340
00:15:37,559 --> 00:15:40,739
noise coming from the object the
341
00:15:38,909 --> 00:15:43,649
cosmonauts is and surrounding feel still
342
00:15:40,740 --> 00:15:47,519
extremely disturbed and this goes on
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343
00:15:43,649 --> 00:15:51,149
they see this object on the ground and
344
00:15:47,519 --> 00:15:54,329
then they describe the figures that got
345
00:15:51,149 --> 00:15:56,429
edited the craft their clothing the
346
00:15:54,330 --> 00:15:58,950
movements they were walking in the field
347
00:15:56,429 --> 00:16:00,989
that I was in he said they were only a
348
00:15:58,950 --> 00:16:03,750
hundred twenty-five yards away from me
349
00:16:00,990 --> 00:16:05,250
and walked on a parallel path to me they
350
00:16:03,750 --> 00:16:08,139
walked one behind the other
351
00:16:05,250 --> 00:16:10,389
the second thing at the intent of 15
352
00:16:08,139 --> 00:16:12,730
behind the first they seem to be very
353
00:16:10,389 --> 00:16:15,220
tall although I couldn't make a furlough
354
00:16:12,730 --> 00:16:19,720
off of their legs hands or dead due to
355
00:16:15,220 --> 00:16:21,879
the growing darkness the central part of
356
00:16:19,720 --> 00:16:23,920
the figure was gray in color except for
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357
00:16:21,879 --> 00:16:26,169
a black band running vertically down the
358
00:16:23,919 --> 00:16:28,479
back and a bright red banner on
359
00:16:26,169 --> 00:16:30,879
horizonte across the figure just above
360
00:16:28,480 --> 00:16:33,840
the west both arms were black in color
361
00:16:30,879 --> 00:16:36,970
but no one's head or legs could be seen
362
00:16:33,840 --> 00:16:39,070
the second figure the second figure was
363
00:16:36,970 --> 00:16:41,379
viewed sideways on from the knees upward
364
00:16:39,070 --> 00:16:43,690
once again the head the hands could not
365
00:16:41,379 --> 00:16:45,100
be seen the second thing is similarly
366
00:16:43,690 --> 00:16:48,220
seem to be dressed in a one-piece
367
00:16:45,100 --> 00:16:50,259
garment which was Colin gray all over
368
00:16:48,220 --> 00:16:52,389
except for a fuzzy white bag which run
369
00:16:50,259 --> 00:16:54,879
horizontally across the side of the
370
00:16:52,389 --> 00:16:56,710
figure just above the waist David also
371
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00:16:54,879 --> 00:16:59,230
claimed that he noticed the material was
372
00:16:56,710 --> 00:17:00,759
wrinkled at the waist the two figures
373
00:16:59,230 --> 00:17:02,980
walked slowly across the field one
374
00:17:00,759 --> 00:17:04,690
behind the other David Blaine got the
375
00:17:02,980 --> 00:17:07,000
first figure out his arms raised above
376
00:17:04,690 --> 00:17:11,259
his head although he could not see any
377
00:17:07,000 --> 00:17:12,759
details I think some of this may be on
378
00:17:11,259 --> 00:17:14,920
there there we go
379
00:17:12,759 --> 00:17:23,250
descriptions these like that children's
380
00:17:14,920 --> 00:17:25,930
that they may think hold it backwards so
381
00:17:23,250 --> 00:17:28,690
this goes on full descriptions of
382
00:17:25,930 --> 00:17:30,340
figures walking across the fields yeah
383
00:17:28,690 --> 00:17:32,320
totally getting through to the police
384
00:17:30,339 --> 00:17:34,240
but once the contact was made with him
385
00:17:32,319 --> 00:17:36,909
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there great difficulty in hearing what
386
00:17:34,240 --> 00:17:38,890
he said because it was a great deal of
387
00:17:36,910 --> 00:17:40,380
crackling and a strange high-pitched
388
00:17:38,890 --> 00:17:42,850
tone on the line
389
00:17:40,380 --> 00:17:45,160
although David had made many calls from
390
00:17:42,849 --> 00:17:47,769
the telephone Walter previously since
391
00:17:45,160 --> 00:17:49,540
before he hadn't before many bodies he
392
00:17:47,769 --> 00:17:51,879
had never before noticed such strange
393
00:17:49,539 --> 00:17:53,619
and persistance interference however he
394
00:17:51,880 --> 00:17:55,450
did manage to relate his experience to
395
00:17:53,619 --> 00:17:58,029
the police and they are knowledge this
396
00:17:55,450 --> 00:18:01,809
call by sending patrol constancy of the
397
00:17:58,029 --> 00:18:03,430
incident some 12 minutes later on their
398
00:18:01,809 --> 00:18:03,799
arrival the police interviewed a number
399
00:18:03,430 --> 00:18:06,289
with
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400
00:18:03,799 --> 00:18:08,389
about the incident with the gnomon to
401
00:18:06,289 --> 00:18:10,940
one of the awesome to try to calm the
402
00:18:08,390 --> 00:18:12,350
animals down the owner stated that when
403
00:18:10,940 --> 00:18:14,660
they approached the horses they breathe
404
00:18:12,349 --> 00:18:17,719
it away they were allowed to breath and
405
00:18:14,660 --> 00:18:19,340
was sweating profusely after 45 minutes
406
00:18:17,720 --> 00:18:22,549
the police left the Aryan said they
407
00:18:19,339 --> 00:18:24,409
would return other weekend to carry out
408
00:18:22,549 --> 00:18:27,500
more interviews they never did come back
409
00:18:24,410 --> 00:18:30,980
despite what they said witness pup
410
00:18:27,500 --> 00:18:32,269
Tricia Owen 21 years of age post wife
411
00:18:30,980 --> 00:18:33,799
was talking to one of the neighbors
412
00:18:32,269 --> 00:18:36,019
outside the front door
413
00:18:33,799 --> 00:18:38,839
suddenly a child ran up to an explain
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414
00:18:36,019 --> 00:18:41,509
that a flying saucer had just landed in
415
00:18:38,839 --> 00:18:43,490
the field behind the estate without any
416
00:18:41,509 --> 00:18:45,589
hesitation this is only broke into a
417
00:18:43,490 --> 00:18:47,539
house and went upstairs to a rear
418
00:18:45,589 --> 00:18:49,970
bedroom which overlooks the fields at
419
00:18:47,539 --> 00:18:51,349
the back of the estate initially she
420
00:18:49,970 --> 00:18:53,630
assumed that the children are probably
421
00:18:51,349 --> 00:18:56,449
mistaken helicopter for the supposed
422
00:18:53,630 --> 00:18:59,180
buying saucer but by the time she
423
00:18:56,450 --> 00:19:01,309
reached the bedroom there was no sign of
424
00:18:59,180 --> 00:19:03,259
the alleged salsa but I see visually
425
00:19:01,309 --> 00:19:05,929
stunned the fields she caught sight of
426
00:19:03,259 --> 00:19:08,480
three tall men walking parallel to a
427
00:19:05,930 --> 00:19:10,700
wall thorn edge she last saw the three
428
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00:19:08,480 --> 00:19:12,589
men walking on an incline field and this
429
00:19:10,700 --> 00:19:14,990
point she shouted the children to go on
430
00:19:12,589 --> 00:19:17,209
from the place she that went to the
431
00:19:14,990 --> 00:19:19,400
turns market to later husband returned
432
00:19:17,210 --> 00:19:21,500
and were still very nervous
433
00:19:19,400 --> 00:19:23,780
together with the husband and child on
434
00:19:21,500 --> 00:19:25,970
arrival she found the de crowd of people
435
00:19:23,779 --> 00:19:27,529
had gathered when she cried as to what
436
00:19:25,970 --> 00:19:29,600
was up in him police officer asked for a
437
00:19:27,529 --> 00:19:31,639
name and address and said into a call
438
00:19:29,599 --> 00:19:33,109
interrupts over the weekend she has not
439
00:19:31,640 --> 00:19:35,660
been interviewed by any member of the
440
00:19:33,109 --> 00:19:36,689
police and this goes on the twenty
441
00:19:35,660 --> 00:19:40,560
seven-year-old
442
00:19:36,690 --> 00:19:42,299
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apparently party and she received a
443
00:19:40,559 --> 00:19:45,299
flying saucer landing in the field
444
00:19:42,299 --> 00:19:47,220
beyond the estate we're not talking here
445
00:19:45,299 --> 00:19:49,349
about they've got in the sky night
446
00:19:47,220 --> 00:19:53,400
should sanity that they're within a
447
00:19:49,349 --> 00:19:55,980
stone's throw of Aria coming which is
448
00:19:53,400 --> 00:19:58,980
quite nearby just over to the other side
449
00:19:55,980 --> 00:20:02,130
of the island these people see airplanes
450
00:19:58,980 --> 00:20:04,140
taking off a fine ground every day of
451
00:20:02,130 --> 00:20:06,120
their lives because this is rarely
452
00:20:04,140 --> 00:20:07,830
training this is where one of the
453
00:20:06,119 --> 00:20:09,539
failures going on strength is not a
454
00:20:07,829 --> 00:20:12,210
flame and so on
455
00:20:09,539 --> 00:20:14,159
so when you say to them well you were
456
00:20:12,210 --> 00:20:17,309
mistaken this has got to be inherently
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457
00:20:14,160 --> 00:20:19,529
take my word because I have they burst
458
00:20:17,309 --> 00:20:24,480
out nothing got you and tell you to go
459
00:20:19,529 --> 00:20:28,319
wet in their fluid I don't see much well
460
00:20:24,480 --> 00:20:34,860
I think he does anyway so it goes on as
461
00:20:28,319 --> 00:20:35,369
a agenda Jeremy birth at 17 years old 20
462
00:20:34,859 --> 00:20:38,359
minutes
463
00:20:35,369 --> 00:20:41,039
Cartman Jane Bertha 12 is only only
464
00:20:38,359 --> 00:20:46,169
children and most of the adults in the
465
00:20:41,039 --> 00:20:50,819
area at all reporting UFOs and landed
466
00:20:46,170 --> 00:20:53,370
objects also flight objects appeared in
467
00:20:50,819 --> 00:20:55,889
half of retrieves offered and so on
468
00:20:53,369 --> 00:20:59,489
Lockman camed as an unusual claim to
469
00:20:55,890 --> 00:21:03,450
fame and is this a it's one I didn't
470
00:20:59,490 --> 00:21:05,990
didn't understand at the time summer
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471
00:21:03,450 --> 00:21:10,740
jobs away but more or less in a moment
472
00:21:05,990 --> 00:21:13,440
Monica med holds the record for the most
473
00:21:10,740 --> 00:21:17,430
suicides per head of population in the
474
00:21:13,440 --> 00:21:20,549
entire of Europe that was not strange
475
00:21:17,430 --> 00:21:23,130
and idyllic little village in a
476
00:21:20,549 --> 00:21:26,399
beautiful countryside with fantastic
477
00:21:23,130 --> 00:21:27,930
views and not the roughness or pressure
478
00:21:26,400 --> 00:21:32,210
of life that you would get in a big city
479
00:21:27,930 --> 00:21:35,370
and yet so many of the people there
480
00:21:32,210 --> 00:21:37,259
choose to kill themselves and the
481
00:21:35,369 --> 00:21:38,579
experience is that they don't want to
482
00:21:37,259 --> 00:21:42,000
talk about
483
00:21:38,579 --> 00:21:43,980
interview numerous people I've said to
484
00:21:42,000 --> 00:21:45,960
him well you can talk to me the
485
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00:21:43,980 --> 00:21:47,940
perfectly safe and futile it's a secret
486
00:21:45,960 --> 00:21:49,590
then it's between you and I for
487
00:21:47,940 --> 00:21:52,350
something something what happened I
488
00:21:49,589 --> 00:21:54,230
don't want to talk about it and it
489
00:21:52,349 --> 00:21:56,939
frightens me to think about it
490
00:21:54,230 --> 00:21:59,640
so once anything that happens you to
491
00:21:56,940 --> 00:22:01,680
make you cause you to be afraid no but
492
00:21:59,640 --> 00:22:03,990
I'm really scared about it and I don't
493
00:22:01,680 --> 00:22:05,820
want to talk and other villages tell me
494
00:22:03,990 --> 00:22:08,069
not to talk about it in case anybody
495
00:22:05,819 --> 00:22:12,259
comes asking questions and this seems to
496
00:22:08,069 --> 00:22:16,950
be the prevailing atmosphere in the area
497
00:22:12,259 --> 00:22:23,279
and this brings me to the plants on
498
00:22:16,950 --> 00:22:27,920
incident I was contacted by a mrs. P he
499
00:22:23,279 --> 00:22:27,920
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was not from any in November 1918
500
00:22:27,980 --> 00:22:33,660
undusted Christina and I would come and
501
00:22:30,990 --> 00:22:39,079
visit the post office which we did on
502
00:22:33,660 --> 00:22:41,910
the 2nd of November of 1980 now this is
503
00:22:39,079 --> 00:22:45,779
like a calm head and if we can talk one
504
00:22:41,910 --> 00:22:48,509
more slide up please thank you right I'm
505
00:22:45,779 --> 00:22:51,690
not there in the center is the post
506
00:22:48,509 --> 00:22:53,730
office can you see that sometime that's
507
00:22:51,690 --> 00:22:55,799
the post office in the village sweet
508
00:22:53,730 --> 00:22:57,990
little place I saw the place you want to
509
00:22:55,799 --> 00:23:02,849
go to and commit suicide but nonetheless
510
00:22:57,990 --> 00:23:03,630
this lady rang me up she said I'm very
511
00:23:02,849 --> 00:23:06,509
concerned
512
00:23:03,630 --> 00:23:10,290
my child's other awful experience which
513
00:23:06,509 --> 00:23:11,789
is quite frightening with his friend and
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514
00:23:10,289 --> 00:23:13,710
I believe that you're somebody that goes
515
00:23:11,789 --> 00:23:16,200
into these things would you please come
516
00:23:13,710 --> 00:23:18,680
and talk to them see if you can make any
517
00:23:16,200 --> 00:23:21,269
sense of it and in any way you can and
518
00:23:18,680 --> 00:23:23,940
so we're delighted to do it when we got
519
00:23:21,269 --> 00:23:27,809
there general Keller aged nineteen
520
00:23:23,940 --> 00:23:29,880
twelve sorry it gave me the sight an
521
00:23:27,809 --> 00:23:31,428
account which is dated a second over as
522
00:23:29,880 --> 00:23:34,190
I'm Celia
523
00:23:31,429 --> 00:23:35,929
you people I'm actually this is the
524
00:23:34,190 --> 00:23:38,479
sights an account that was filled in all
525
00:23:35,929 --> 00:23:41,509
not dead but the drawing that was made
526
00:23:38,479 --> 00:23:44,538
by his own hand at the bottom what I did
527
00:23:41,509 --> 00:23:46,819
it yes I separated the two boys in two
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528
00:23:44,538 --> 00:23:48,888
different rooms we gave him some paper
529
00:23:46,819 --> 00:23:50,989
and a pen and said would you like to
530
00:23:48,888 --> 00:23:52,998
draw a picture give some an idea what
531
00:23:50,989 --> 00:23:56,379
you were looking at and as you'll see in
532
00:23:52,999 --> 00:23:59,989
a moment the pictures are very similar
533
00:23:56,378 --> 00:24:02,538
his own words read on yeah we were
534
00:23:59,989 --> 00:24:05,569
walking along tunnel till pulling a
535
00:24:02,538 --> 00:24:08,598
go-cart and I looked up and shouted look
536
00:24:05,569 --> 00:24:11,210
at that David and David looked up and I
537
00:24:08,598 --> 00:24:13,278
ran up leaving the go-cart when we got
538
00:24:11,210 --> 00:24:16,219
to the top of the hill there was a giant
539
00:24:13,278 --> 00:24:17,019
disc shape like two sources one on top
540
00:24:16,219 --> 00:24:20,599
of the other
541
00:24:17,019 --> 00:24:23,479
it had 20 lights about south molton
542
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00:24:20,598 --> 00:24:25,460
color roughly about it I ran to the side
543
00:24:23,479 --> 00:24:28,700
of it and I could see a light blue off
544
00:24:25,460 --> 00:24:31,429
of a football underneath I ran behind
545
00:24:28,700 --> 00:24:34,429
the lamppost but I was still watching it
546
00:24:31,429 --> 00:24:37,399
it turned over in midair and went very
547
00:24:34,429 --> 00:24:40,369
fast towards Paris mounting there was a
548
00:24:37,398 --> 00:24:42,319
storm like object there the saucer went
549
00:24:40,368 --> 00:24:45,019
into it and the storm like object
550
00:24:42,319 --> 00:24:47,509
disappeared and I was very scared
551
00:24:45,019 --> 00:24:50,269
his mum told me that he hugged the
552
00:24:47,509 --> 00:24:54,139
lamppost and wet himself not so
553
00:24:50,269 --> 00:24:56,179
frightened he was really frightened the
554
00:24:54,138 --> 00:24:58,098
other lot David Pritchard his friend
555
00:24:56,179 --> 00:24:59,899
also made a statement in this
556
00:24:58,098 --> 00:25:01,878
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description was near-identical
557
00:24:59,898 --> 00:25:04,548
up to wind gentleman broke the lamppost
558
00:25:01,878 --> 00:25:06,378
and that boy David added that the object
559
00:25:04,548 --> 00:25:08,719
then moved directly over them and
560
00:25:06,378 --> 00:25:10,788
although he was terrified he continued
561
00:25:08,719 --> 00:25:14,778
to watch and saw the ugly part of the
562
00:25:10,788 --> 00:25:17,509
craft I think if we move on we might
563
00:25:14,778 --> 00:25:22,878
actually see that drawings this is the
564
00:25:17,509 --> 00:25:25,249
first month this is walkers now pay
565
00:25:22,878 --> 00:25:27,498
close attention you can see that there
566
00:25:25,249 --> 00:25:28,098
is some sort of bulb it's a connector at
567
00:25:27,499 --> 00:25:30,858
the bottom
568
00:25:28,098 --> 00:25:32,389
and it's also some flux at the side and
569
00:25:30,858 --> 00:25:34,399
what look like window
570
00:25:32,390 --> 00:25:37,570
all lights go around the perimeter of it
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571
00:25:34,400 --> 00:25:39,890
if we cannot look now of the second one
572
00:25:37,569 --> 00:25:43,029
remember these are done individually
573
00:25:39,890 --> 00:25:46,520
they weren't colluding together anything
574
00:25:43,029 --> 00:25:48,529
this guy course Pritchard have got a
575
00:25:46,519 --> 00:25:50,629
much better look a bit or the other one
576
00:25:48,529 --> 00:25:52,940
was that Schedule B Morocco but as you
577
00:25:50,630 --> 00:25:54,680
can see it too is got the bulbous bits
578
00:25:52,940 --> 00:25:56,900
at the bottom it to Scott protrusions
579
00:25:54,680 --> 00:25:58,430
underneath it's got some sorts of lights
580
00:25:56,900 --> 00:26:00,350
that go around the perimeter but he was
581
00:25:58,430 --> 00:26:02,870
fortunate enough to look underneath it
582
00:26:00,349 --> 00:26:05,119
and here if you see you could see what
583
00:26:02,869 --> 00:26:09,319
looks like legs bone leading to it and
584
00:26:05,119 --> 00:26:14,269
that ball bit at the bottom is separated
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585
00:26:09,319 --> 00:26:18,460
with a globe now I know that children
586
00:26:14,269 --> 00:26:21,740
have a fertile mind and can be things
587
00:26:18,460 --> 00:26:25,009
but I was the investigator I had these
588
00:26:21,740 --> 00:26:26,839
two children all to myself I spoke to
589
00:26:25,009 --> 00:26:30,410
him I talked to him I tried to catch the
590
00:26:26,839 --> 00:26:32,419
man and I believe honestly that they
591
00:26:30,410 --> 00:26:38,450
have this experience and they saw this
592
00:26:32,420 --> 00:26:40,640
object I conducted these interviews
593
00:26:38,450 --> 00:26:44,059
obviously with the permission of the
594
00:26:40,640 --> 00:26:46,310
parents under the presence of them to
595
00:26:44,059 --> 00:26:49,220
sum the evening however of the 17th of
596
00:26:46,309 --> 00:26:51,759
November of trozo they got another phone
597
00:26:49,220 --> 00:26:54,769
call from postmistress Missy Pritchard
598
00:26:51,759 --> 00:26:56,629
she sounded agitated and simply told me
599
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00:26:54,769 --> 00:27:00,170
to turn on my TV and watch the news
600
00:26:56,630 --> 00:27:02,960
I already on the TV on source which
601
00:27:00,170 --> 00:27:05,090
chance to hear the tail end of a report
602
00:27:02,960 --> 00:27:08,509
regarding the young man who had gone
603
00:27:05,089 --> 00:27:10,549
missing on Paris Mountie a full-scale
604
00:27:08,509 --> 00:27:12,799
search had already been launched
605
00:27:10,549 --> 00:27:15,349
let me just tell me something if you
606
00:27:12,799 --> 00:27:17,240
intend to get lost at any time right
607
00:27:15,349 --> 00:27:19,759
there's one place in the world where
608
00:27:17,240 --> 00:27:21,799
you're going to be found right because
609
00:27:19,759 --> 00:27:25,629
it is the headquarters of the searched
610
00:27:21,799 --> 00:27:29,029
residue of the Coast Guard of RAF al
611
00:27:25,630 --> 00:27:32,000
right almost everything is there at all
612
00:27:29,029 --> 00:27:33,599
we had been around that Anglesey area so
613
00:27:32,000 --> 00:27:35,519
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if you're going to get lost you couldn't
614
00:27:33,599 --> 00:27:37,799
in a better place because as soon as you
615
00:27:35,519 --> 00:27:40,980
report it there are people in boats
616
00:27:37,799 --> 00:27:43,039
people in cars and so on people in the
617
00:27:40,980 --> 00:27:52,200
aircraft looking for you straight away
618
00:27:43,039 --> 00:27:54,690
which is it a seer please right this is
619
00:27:52,200 --> 00:27:56,610
actually Perez managing on the top
620
00:27:54,690 --> 00:27:58,289
if you've covered on them that roads you
621
00:27:56,609 --> 00:28:00,419
can see in the middle photograph you
622
00:27:58,289 --> 00:28:02,700
would go down and you'd be up the Paris
623
00:28:00,420 --> 00:28:06,390
corner post office we've just dropped it
624
00:28:02,700 --> 00:28:08,400
out okay it's got the most astounding
625
00:28:06,390 --> 00:28:10,620
landscape they will ever see in your
626
00:28:08,400 --> 00:28:13,440
life to them because it's a massive
627
00:28:10,619 --> 00:28:16,679
copper mining area it's not active at
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628
00:28:13,440 --> 00:28:18,509
the moment at all and one day when I was
629
00:28:16,680 --> 00:28:21,630
talking to rush to more friends about
630
00:28:18,509 --> 00:28:23,549
this and I said you know why am I
631
00:28:21,630 --> 00:28:27,480
getting all this activity there because
632
00:28:23,549 --> 00:28:31,230
by the way all of NASA into UFOs like
633
00:28:27,480 --> 00:28:32,819
you would not believe they can't tell
634
00:28:31,230 --> 00:28:36,120
you that because every time they
635
00:28:32,819 --> 00:28:38,700
mentioned UFO or alien the funding steps
636
00:28:36,119 --> 00:28:40,409
and they need went bankrupt three times
637
00:28:38,700 --> 00:28:42,750
the last time because they were
638
00:28:40,410 --> 00:28:45,750
searching for extraterrestrial SETI the
639
00:28:42,750 --> 00:28:48,180
search repla trustees and they've got to
640
00:28:45,750 --> 00:28:50,369
go public with it because obviously you
641
00:28:48,180 --> 00:28:52,200
know the funding just dries up people
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642
00:28:50,369 --> 00:28:54,539
don't mind paying for space research of
643
00:28:52,200 --> 00:28:56,730
medical research and technology plans
644
00:28:54,539 --> 00:28:57,899
everything that comes out of it but when
645
00:28:56,730 --> 00:28:59,640
they mention anything to do with the
646
00:28:57,900 --> 00:29:03,780
possibility of aliens they fade away
647
00:28:59,640 --> 00:29:05,790
rapidly from it but here others remind
648
00:29:03,779 --> 00:29:07,649
you if you want to prove the people who
649
00:29:05,789 --> 00:29:09,659
say to me you talk a lot a lot you don't
650
00:29:07,650 --> 00:29:11,519
in any evidence I'm gonna give you some
651
00:29:09,660 --> 00:29:14,730
now jf blumrich
652
00:29:11,519 --> 00:29:18,509
who was in charge of NASA chief engineer
653
00:29:14,730 --> 00:29:22,769
of NASA right wrote a book in his
654
00:29:18,509 --> 00:29:24,150
lifetime and this book what do you think
655
00:29:22,769 --> 00:29:26,849
it's about ii think it's about the
656
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00:29:24,150 --> 00:29:27,210
amazing work and the research that they
657
00:29:26,849 --> 00:29:29,189
can
658
00:29:27,210 --> 00:29:31,649
NASA and all the wonderful things
659
00:29:29,190 --> 00:29:33,929
achieved while he was in charge earth no
660
00:29:31,648 --> 00:29:37,829
it's called the spaceships obviously
661
00:29:33,929 --> 00:29:39,210
killed right and it's about UFOs this is
662
00:29:37,829 --> 00:29:42,148
not nothing
663
00:29:39,210 --> 00:29:45,360
the UFOs he wrote about in the book he
664
00:29:42,148 --> 00:29:48,778
discovered in the Bible this craft came
665
00:29:45,359 --> 00:29:51,240
down to old Ezekiel and it's a lovely
666
00:29:48,778 --> 00:29:53,069
scrum I never thought about it in terms
667
00:29:51,240 --> 00:29:55,319
of engineering but it's so well
668
00:29:53,069 --> 00:29:58,528
described wheels within wheels an intern
669
00:29:55,319 --> 00:30:00,450
with activity knowledge this guy is one
670
00:29:58,528 --> 00:30:02,548
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of the greatest engineers in the world
671
00:30:00,450 --> 00:30:04,350
it took one look at this and said they
672
00:30:02,548 --> 00:30:07,889
discovered in a new invention eeeh
673
00:30:04,349 --> 00:30:10,678
they're talking about a new invention so
674
00:30:07,890 --> 00:30:12,149
he went out when he drew pictures of
675
00:30:10,679 --> 00:30:16,230
what he thought he was listening to it
676
00:30:12,148 --> 00:30:20,788
not bother and he patented it and it is
677
00:30:16,230 --> 00:30:25,528
the only system of moving things to and
678
00:30:20,788 --> 00:30:28,500
fro on the same wheels but he painted it
679
00:30:25,528 --> 00:30:31,380
this time and then there's another one
680
00:30:28,500 --> 00:30:33,960
who decided the Apollo four spacecraft
681
00:30:31,380 --> 00:30:36,630
and has got the most inventions in the
682
00:30:33,960 --> 00:30:42,028
world to his name and he wrote a book
683
00:30:36,630 --> 00:30:45,899
about UFOs this is NASA they won't talk
684
00:30:42,028 --> 00:30:48,509
about it because officially UFOs do
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685
00:30:45,898 --> 00:30:51,449
exist and if you report them to the
686
00:30:48,509 --> 00:30:55,079
official NASA they will look into it if
687
00:30:51,450 --> 00:31:00,390
you've got any evidence that's it but
688
00:30:55,079 --> 00:31:04,470
they won't accept anything from it ok so
689
00:31:00,390 --> 00:31:06,720
I turn the news on and there it was this
690
00:31:04,470 --> 00:31:09,509
young man's gone missing on Perry's
691
00:31:06,720 --> 00:31:11,190
Mountie can I have another picture
692
00:31:09,509 --> 00:31:14,069
please
693
00:31:11,190 --> 00:31:16,048
this again is Perez Monty a very
694
00:31:14,069 --> 00:31:18,700
desolate place I might tell you but
695
00:31:16,048 --> 00:31:20,798
except a little film about some azmuth
696
00:31:18,700 --> 00:31:25,058
you know for space it's amazing one more
697
00:31:20,798 --> 00:31:26,769
please and this is the very spot on this
698
00:31:25,058 --> 00:31:28,778
column if you went up there you'd be to
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699
00:31:26,769 --> 00:31:30,788
the quarries but this is the top of the
700
00:31:28,778 --> 00:31:33,099
mountain in the dome there is--there is
701
00:31:30,788 --> 00:31:35,648
the most up to be talking about this
702
00:31:33,099 --> 00:31:40,480
young man has driven to the top of this
703
00:31:35,648 --> 00:31:43,418
manatee yes got out of his car left the
704
00:31:40,480 --> 00:31:47,368
keys in it at the door open and
705
00:31:43,419 --> 00:31:50,409
disappeared off the face of the earth
706
00:31:47,368 --> 00:31:52,509
fortunately as I say you can't you know
707
00:31:50,409 --> 00:31:54,970
lose yourself in a better place but the
708
00:31:52,509 --> 00:31:57,700
Tata Polly's Monty because within no
709
00:31:54,970 --> 00:32:00,278
time whatever search and rescue were led
710
00:31:57,700 --> 00:32:04,419
people on the ground mountain rescue
711
00:32:00,278 --> 00:32:06,220
people right there was a search and
712
00:32:04,419 --> 00:32:09,070
rescue with helicopters at the whole
713
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00:32:06,220 --> 00:32:12,298
works are looking for a man a young man
714
00:32:09,069 --> 00:32:14,918
on here let's search every inch of this
715
00:32:12,298 --> 00:32:19,658
now the weather was closing down but
716
00:32:14,919 --> 00:32:22,960
they didn't ever find him every night
717
00:32:19,659 --> 00:32:25,629
for 10 days the news actually ended with
718
00:32:22,960 --> 00:32:28,119
an update on the fruitless search which
719
00:32:25,628 --> 00:32:31,118
are they including trucker jobs divers
720
00:32:28,118 --> 00:32:34,569
searched bonds and eventually after 10
721
00:32:31,118 --> 00:32:37,839
days the search was called off from that
722
00:32:34,569 --> 00:32:39,480
day to this this body has never been
723
00:32:37,839 --> 00:32:42,038
found
724
00:32:39,480 --> 00:32:48,608
even though there's a sale about the
725
00:32:42,038 --> 00:32:52,808
best chances of finding other sightings
726
00:32:48,608 --> 00:32:55,569
over on Mossi include August 67 the UFO
727
00:32:52,808 --> 00:32:57,460
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follows a HTV driver and his mate from
728
00:32:55,569 --> 00:32:59,710
up ahead across uncle si large
729
00:32:57,460 --> 00:33:01,629
brilliantly illuminated sphere is able
730
00:32:59,710 --> 00:33:05,440
to move up and down vertically and he
731
00:33:01,628 --> 00:33:07,480
was silent and then another news
732
00:33:05,440 --> 00:33:10,149
clipping which is in my stuff tonight
733
00:33:07,480 --> 00:33:12,339
and then it over to your wonderful
734
00:33:10,148 --> 00:33:16,268
organization here so they can examine it
735
00:33:12,339 --> 00:33:19,298
is a a UFO flew over our school as a
736
00:33:16,269 --> 00:33:24,489
assignment a silver cigar shaped craft
737
00:33:19,298 --> 00:33:25,559
with a black dome on top 1978 a large
738
00:33:24,489 --> 00:33:29,569
number of site
739
00:33:25,559 --> 00:33:32,490
we'll see including flying triangles
740
00:33:29,569 --> 00:33:35,069
September 79 a woman in the thirties
741
00:33:32,490 --> 00:33:38,460
witnesses are in full safety objective
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742
00:33:35,069 --> 00:33:41,609
my good twenty removed from llanfair PG
743
00:33:38,460 --> 00:33:46,039
witnesses circular UFO a close range and
744
00:33:41,609 --> 00:33:48,809
never suffers from abductee symptoms
745
00:33:46,039 --> 00:33:51,839
1992 husband and wife see one of rifle
746
00:33:48,809 --> 00:33:54,269
see through binoculars long each object
747
00:33:51,839 --> 00:33:57,059
radiating red silver and green bands
748
00:33:54,269 --> 00:33:59,609
very small round objects approached it
749
00:33:57,059 --> 00:34:04,649
and appear to disappear into the larger
750
00:33:59,609 --> 00:34:10,019
object like I said if these becoming
751
00:34:04,650 --> 00:34:11,909
scattered courts you know tend to look
752
00:34:10,019 --> 00:34:14,429
at a slightly more skeptical but as I've
753
00:34:11,909 --> 00:34:16,500
explained to you when you will live near
754
00:34:14,429 --> 00:34:19,679
all this aircraft activity all this
755
00:34:16,500 --> 00:34:20,659
shipping activity and so on you see this
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756
00:34:19,679 --> 00:34:23,639
stuff every day
757
00:34:20,659 --> 00:34:25,559
you know you're not gonna get excited
758
00:34:23,639 --> 00:34:27,359
about seeing an airplane going over this
759
00:34:25,559 --> 00:34:28,710
is if you could stand still for ten
760
00:34:27,360 --> 00:34:35,159
minutes or I got so good I could see it
761
00:34:28,710 --> 00:34:38,940
what is something wrong so February 1996
762
00:34:35,159 --> 00:34:43,490
a silent oval object that pulsed in an
763
00:34:38,940 --> 00:34:46,470
erratic fashion we're about to hear our
764
00:34:43,489 --> 00:34:49,289
1996 three elderly jets near earlier to
765
00:34:46,469 --> 00:34:51,989
see a UFO recovered and displayed two
766
00:34:49,289 --> 00:34:53,789
sets of circular lights they lost
767
00:34:51,989 --> 00:34:57,179
approximately an hour of their journey
768
00:34:53,789 --> 00:34:58,739
time and context ladies and they're
769
00:34:57,179 --> 00:35:01,559
going to show you what to discover it
770
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00:34:58,739 --> 00:35:03,389
has been going on for years nearer to
771
00:35:01,559 --> 00:35:08,210
wherever but first I will show you
772
00:35:03,389 --> 00:35:12,480
and when quest started on February 24th
773
00:35:08,210 --> 00:35:14,789
no this is a winter time please in 1979
774
00:35:12,480 --> 00:35:16,949
a UFO sighted maneuvering over the
775
00:35:14,789 --> 00:35:19,579
Northwest there were many reports
776
00:35:16,949 --> 00:35:22,919
received by the British UFO
777
00:35:19,579 --> 00:35:25,319
investigations before before plus
778
00:35:22,920 --> 00:35:28,680
reports sent to police airports of radio
779
00:35:25,320 --> 00:35:31,088
stations it was extensively in
780
00:35:28,679 --> 00:35:32,949
they actually produced a map of the
781
00:35:31,088 --> 00:35:36,880
flight path based on the eyewitness
782
00:35:32,949 --> 00:35:38,799
account I think we may have this yeah no
783
00:35:36,880 --> 00:35:40,930
that's the UFO verse cousin bill see
784
00:35:38,800 --> 00:35:42,609
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this UFO over this girl's I catch a few
785
00:35:40,929 --> 00:35:43,868
slides in there now hang on one more
786
00:35:42,608 --> 00:35:46,809
thank you
787
00:35:43,869 --> 00:35:48,490
yes there we come now you'll notice at
788
00:35:46,809 --> 00:35:51,219
the top there's a dotted line that goes
789
00:35:48,489 --> 00:35:53,529
in and out there and all those areas the
790
00:35:51,219 --> 00:35:55,059
dimensions on there right Lancaster
791
00:35:53,530 --> 00:35:58,569
Fleetwood and all that stuff all the way
792
00:35:55,059 --> 00:36:01,119
around the top and so all the way around
793
00:35:58,568 --> 00:36:03,849
all witness this say UFO travel in this
794
00:36:01,119 --> 00:36:06,910
direction bear in mind this is coastal
795
00:36:03,849 --> 00:36:10,990
and so all of these places are their own
796
00:36:06,909 --> 00:36:13,328
Coast Guard right and local stations so
797
00:36:10,989 --> 00:36:15,068
what you've got is one Coast Guard
798
00:36:13,329 --> 00:36:17,289
Station saying I drop an object
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799
00:36:15,068 --> 00:36:19,630
traveling that extremely low just above
800
00:36:17,289 --> 00:36:23,318
the water right in front of me going
801
00:36:19,630 --> 00:36:25,000
from north to south it's going to the
802
00:36:23,318 --> 00:36:27,639
fair speed so you should get it yourself
803
00:36:25,000 --> 00:36:30,969
in about five minutes and then next
804
00:36:27,639 --> 00:36:33,009
minute the next station says oh Emily
805
00:36:30,969 --> 00:36:35,318
coming yes I can see it now it's coming
806
00:36:33,010 --> 00:36:37,210
along here and all the way down they
807
00:36:35,318 --> 00:36:40,599
watch this right around the Liverpool
808
00:36:37,210 --> 00:36:42,269
but now it's very hard to determine from
809
00:36:40,599 --> 00:36:45,039
the eyewitnesses that I've studied
810
00:36:42,269 --> 00:36:47,619
whether the object was us the dotted
811
00:36:45,039 --> 00:36:51,190
line shows over the land at this point
812
00:36:47,619 --> 00:36:53,710
or still over the sea so if you're
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813
00:36:51,190 --> 00:36:56,588
looking at it this way you see it right
814
00:36:53,710 --> 00:36:58,510
and from the land but it may or may not
815
00:36:56,588 --> 00:36:59,608
be overland it may still be over the
816
00:36:58,510 --> 00:37:02,109
city
817
00:36:59,608 --> 00:37:05,858
but one thing that's most important I
818
00:37:02,108 --> 00:37:07,719
want you to realize is where it ends
819
00:37:05,858 --> 00:37:09,369
where the other end of that dense now I
820
00:37:07,719 --> 00:37:11,709
didn't make this report myself as a
821
00:37:09,369 --> 00:37:17,289
cemetery port conducted by other people
822
00:37:11,710 --> 00:37:21,909
but when he got outside we'll know more
823
00:37:17,289 --> 00:37:23,769
reports were made it the next Coast
824
00:37:21,909 --> 00:37:26,259
Guard Station on Colley Bay that was
825
00:37:23,769 --> 00:37:27,449
looking at ready for the object to come
826
00:37:26,260 --> 00:37:32,220
along he didn't come up
827
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00:37:27,449 --> 00:37:34,259
it only got his father together so he
828
00:37:32,219 --> 00:37:36,539
could imagine I was very interested at
829
00:37:34,260 --> 00:37:38,940
Nestle just moved into the area and he
830
00:37:36,539 --> 00:37:41,818
would got this amazing set of reports by
831
00:37:38,940 --> 00:37:44,389
numerous witnesses all talking of the
832
00:37:41,818 --> 00:37:49,130
same object that have been witnessed
833
00:37:44,389 --> 00:37:51,960
okay and I simply ask the question why
834
00:37:49,130 --> 00:37:55,798
they could be only two real explanations
835
00:37:51,960 --> 00:37:57,539
one that went up into the sky or two it
836
00:37:55,798 --> 00:37:59,009
moved in mind and that could actually be
837
00:37:57,539 --> 00:38:01,650
a third very marking on them in the
838
00:37:59,010 --> 00:38:05,010
water but just bear with me a while I'll
839
00:38:01,650 --> 00:38:08,670
make it all a little sense my dear wife
840
00:38:05,010 --> 00:38:11,220
and I are walking along the promenade in
841
00:38:08,670 --> 00:38:15,349
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real which is very beautiful call that C
842
00:38:11,219 --> 00:38:19,379
is redundant so here on the promenade
843
00:38:15,349 --> 00:38:23,940
and we come upon the coastguard station
844
00:38:19,380 --> 00:38:28,289
where we've got a smashing lifeboat the
845
00:38:23,940 --> 00:38:30,960
next slide please this is our modern
846
00:38:28,289 --> 00:38:34,318
Coast Guard's they should be here now
847
00:38:30,960 --> 00:38:36,240
little building on the extreme left of
848
00:38:34,318 --> 00:38:37,858
your picture with two colored blobs on
849
00:38:36,239 --> 00:38:40,169
it is actually the Coast Guard Station
850
00:38:37,858 --> 00:38:42,568
which used to be on the top of our
851
00:38:40,170 --> 00:38:44,490
lifeboat station until we have a new one
852
00:38:42,568 --> 00:38:47,969
built so if you have another slide
853
00:38:44,489 --> 00:38:49,979
please here it is today there's our
854
00:38:47,969 --> 00:38:51,629
modern thing this is too small to be the
855
00:38:49,980 --> 00:38:56,369
coastguard station the windows are too
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856
00:38:51,630 --> 00:38:58,108
small and the game fees this is a Coast
857
00:38:56,369 --> 00:39:00,480
Guard Station which is no other bucket
858
00:38:58,108 --> 00:39:03,989
which is completely useless for ceilings
859
00:39:00,480 --> 00:39:05,940
and other way next please right yeah
860
00:39:03,989 --> 00:39:08,279
I've managed to dig out one of the
861
00:39:05,940 --> 00:39:10,679
original photographs before they built
862
00:39:08,280 --> 00:39:12,630
the new station and that's it they're
863
00:39:10,679 --> 00:39:14,818
too quick but things you can see that I
864
00:39:12,630 --> 00:39:17,309
quotes in the bottom as the launch ramp
865
00:39:14,818 --> 00:39:19,619
driven the background there but on the
866
00:39:17,309 --> 00:39:22,809
top of it you'll see what looks like an
867
00:39:19,619 --> 00:39:24,459
aircraft radar room at
868
00:39:22,809 --> 00:39:26,528
but it's up to me the Coast Guard says
869
00:39:24,458 --> 00:39:29,798
you can see a little woman's remedy and
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870
00:39:26,528 --> 00:39:32,018
go through the box the enemy's okay well
871
00:39:29,798 --> 00:39:33,699
if you want to later on I've got the up
872
00:39:32,018 --> 00:39:35,228
two original pictures with me so not
873
00:39:33,699 --> 00:39:37,209
good but it's all that the windows
874
00:39:35,228 --> 00:39:42,698
running they sent in there and they will
875
00:39:37,208 --> 00:39:45,158
get to see and try to save lives we've
876
00:39:42,699 --> 00:39:47,289
woken up and so not a sunny day I just
877
00:39:45,159 --> 00:39:48,999
go on there and there's a sign that
878
00:39:47,289 --> 00:39:52,839
sighs I've never seen before it says
879
00:39:48,998 --> 00:39:55,268
Coast Guard Station opened it so the
880
00:39:52,838 --> 00:39:58,599
classes which opportunities such as my
881
00:39:55,268 --> 00:40:00,818
dear but was so delighted to spend some
882
00:39:58,599 --> 00:40:04,380
of her sunny sunny day in real going
883
00:40:00,818 --> 00:40:06,548
into a lifeboat state as you can imagine
884
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00:40:04,380 --> 00:40:10,209
if you wanted to know what to make a
885
00:40:06,548 --> 00:40:13,869
fight so we went upstairs and in there
886
00:40:10,208 --> 00:40:16,448
there was an old man and a young man so
887
00:40:13,869 --> 00:40:18,130
I played the devil's advocate which I do
888
00:40:16,449 --> 00:40:20,588
frequently when I'm trying to find the
889
00:40:18,130 --> 00:40:24,789
truth it look through these rivers like
890
00:40:20,588 --> 00:40:26,978
this so Wow fantastic view God you can
891
00:40:24,789 --> 00:40:27,939
see why don't you see you well it's
892
00:40:26,978 --> 00:40:31,118
absolutely amazing
893
00:40:27,938 --> 00:40:33,158
you know all these closets see these
894
00:40:31,119 --> 00:40:36,608
what were they call them flying flying
895
00:40:33,159 --> 00:40:38,318
saucer things you know you know you were
896
00:40:36,608 --> 00:40:39,278
set up here every day looking up to
897
00:40:38,318 --> 00:40:40,389
these big windows
898
00:40:39,278 --> 00:40:45,458
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you couldn't see anything like that
899
00:40:40,389 --> 00:40:47,318
obviously and a pause and the you man
900
00:40:45,458 --> 00:40:49,588
says the or one time about the one that
901
00:40:47,318 --> 00:40:52,478
come up out of the sea rustic
902
00:40:49,588 --> 00:40:55,179
say cut don't be daft would become open
903
00:40:52,478 --> 00:40:56,048
to the sea or an aircraft or whatever it
904
00:40:55,179 --> 00:40:58,449
says flares
905
00:40:56,048 --> 00:41:00,548
oh no no no said these compared to the
906
00:40:58,449 --> 00:41:02,769
water and went against the prevailing
907
00:41:00,548 --> 00:41:05,009
wind the flares don't do that
908
00:41:02,768 --> 00:41:08,618
he said and then they just stood there
909
00:41:05,009 --> 00:41:14,199
stood there and didn't do anything for
910
00:41:08,619 --> 00:41:17,048
ages god no cuisine I what on earth
911
00:41:14,199 --> 00:41:19,150
cannot be easy to you know some kind of
912
00:41:17,048 --> 00:41:20,858
signal as if having to launch the boat
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913
00:41:19,150 --> 00:41:22,809
what we've got to do and they're looking
914
00:41:20,858 --> 00:41:24,460
at it and all of a sudden it started you
915
00:41:22,809 --> 00:41:26,569
grow
916
00:41:24,460 --> 00:41:28,880
what they discovered of course it was
917
00:41:26,568 --> 00:41:31,068
coming straight to them straight up them
918
00:41:28,880 --> 00:41:33,559
from over the top of the water they see
919
00:41:31,068 --> 00:41:35,119
not something by the way you know 20,000
920
00:41:33,559 --> 00:41:37,369
feet up in the air on the air makes a
921
00:41:35,119 --> 00:41:39,980
little ball their book this is dem Apple
922
00:41:37,369 --> 00:41:42,170
for the water just above the water and
923
00:41:39,980 --> 00:41:44,809
it just misses the top of this when it
924
00:41:42,170 --> 00:41:49,338
goes salesman and he goes strength in
925
00:41:44,809 --> 00:41:55,369
unfurl very top of my picture yeah look
926
00:41:49,338 --> 00:41:56,599
naughty breathing crusty locked yes but
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927
00:41:55,369 --> 00:41:58,490
in five seconds
928
00:41:56,599 --> 00:42:04,818
they was already over the grieving Rossi
929
00:41:58,489 --> 00:42:08,088
glance why because there is something
930
00:42:04,818 --> 00:42:09,829
called the clue he failed you just if
931
00:42:08,088 --> 00:42:11,989
you look carefully at the top left-hand
932
00:42:09,829 --> 00:42:14,539
corner see some mentees starting the
933
00:42:11,989 --> 00:42:18,739
program what happens is best to maintain
934
00:42:14,539 --> 00:42:20,659
ranges the Monte range on your left is
935
00:42:18,739 --> 00:42:22,250
much higher empty range on your right
936
00:42:20,659 --> 00:42:24,649
but they're both high mountain ranges
937
00:42:22,250 --> 00:42:29,030
and the valley in between them is fast
938
00:42:24,650 --> 00:42:31,548
and wide I did some research and I found
939
00:42:29,030 --> 00:42:33,650
there to the RAF are flying low flying
940
00:42:31,548 --> 00:42:35,630
aircraft down here occasionally and what
941
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00:42:33,650 --> 00:42:37,849
they do is they tried to bombed every
942
00:42:35,630 --> 00:42:40,730
Castle without being seen on any other
943
00:42:37,849 --> 00:42:43,940
radar which means they were flying less
944
00:42:40,730 --> 00:42:46,880
than 200 feet off the ground don't sell
945
00:42:43,940 --> 00:42:50,269
my much but women the jet comes over you
946
00:42:46,880 --> 00:42:52,280
from absolutely nowhere and it takes you
947
00:42:50,269 --> 00:42:53,989
that often Frances they need a light say
948
00:42:52,280 --> 00:42:57,290
to you because I've been there well in
949
00:42:53,989 --> 00:42:59,598
Devon they're viewing so expect them in
950
00:42:57,289 --> 00:43:01,909
there now the advantage is the many you
951
00:42:59,599 --> 00:43:04,599
enter up range which is only just the
952
00:43:01,909 --> 00:43:07,129
other side of wave see those buildings
953
00:43:04,599 --> 00:43:11,000
nobody can see if neither Civil Aviation
954
00:43:07,130 --> 00:43:15,500
or RF having radar no radar can actually
955
00:43:11,000 --> 00:43:17,929
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see you in that trough the objects they
956
00:43:15,500 --> 00:43:22,010
go down this range all the way to the
957
00:43:17,929 --> 00:43:25,338
tone endemic and then they usually turn
958
00:43:22,010 --> 00:43:28,270
that Debbie and go on another trough out
959
00:43:25,338 --> 00:43:30,920
to the Debbi Morris now if you kept
960
00:43:28,269 --> 00:43:32,719
and own it up to the Dendy balls you'll
961
00:43:30,920 --> 00:43:34,909
find that with a careful placement of at
962
00:43:32,719 --> 00:43:35,480
them you could stick it in the den be
963
00:43:34,909 --> 00:43:38,779
boss
964
00:43:35,480 --> 00:43:42,320
90 miles from any building of any kind
965
00:43:38,780 --> 00:43:44,780
that's every motive of it and if you
966
00:43:42,320 --> 00:43:47,840
step off the road up there and start
967
00:43:44,780 --> 00:43:49,640
walking across those hills and so you
968
00:43:47,840 --> 00:43:51,110
could be lost in no time believe you me
969
00:43:49,639 --> 00:43:54,199
too really ought to find your way around
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970
00:43:51,110 --> 00:43:55,880
there as only one main road that goes
971
00:43:54,199 --> 00:43:59,619
all the way over the top of the Debbie
972
00:43:55,880 --> 00:44:04,789
more was just one okay
973
00:43:59,619 --> 00:44:06,679
come up never North Wales that's a few
974
00:44:04,789 --> 00:44:08,900
by the way from the coast guard stations
975
00:44:06,679 --> 00:44:11,210
very exciting as you can see all the new
976
00:44:08,900 --> 00:44:17,570
paints in the front people in the back
977
00:44:11,210 --> 00:44:18,800
way right area map of North Wales and
978
00:44:17,570 --> 00:44:20,269
what you think about they have often
979
00:44:18,800 --> 00:44:22,430
this tangled mess that you can't see it
980
00:44:20,269 --> 00:44:24,500
all from the back it's look at the coast
981
00:44:22,429 --> 00:44:28,069
pass that sought that's the blue water
982
00:44:24,500 --> 00:44:30,079
bit and you'll see two blobs it man the
983
00:44:28,070 --> 00:44:31,820
globe on your left hand side is real and
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984
00:44:30,079 --> 00:44:34,819
the body right hand side is pressed
985
00:44:31,820 --> 00:44:36,830
gutted and this yellow bomb that comes
986
00:44:34,820 --> 00:44:40,309
down here kanaka maoli see a young man
987
00:44:36,829 --> 00:44:41,690
from there no there's something for that
988
00:44:40,309 --> 00:44:44,269
move on anyway
989
00:44:41,690 --> 00:44:45,190
the yellow Gundam there is the fluid
990
00:44:44,269 --> 00:44:48,590
monty wrench
991
00:44:45,190 --> 00:44:52,010
okay and this bit of a bun them here is
992
00:44:48,590 --> 00:44:53,809
also the range on the other side it's
993
00:44:52,010 --> 00:44:56,060
pretty curtain of death I tell you are
994
00:44:53,809 --> 00:44:56,690
breathing operators here absolutely
995
00:44:56,059 --> 00:45:00,759
fantastic
996
00:44:56,690 --> 00:45:03,130
so once you've entered this trough
997
00:45:00,760 --> 00:45:05,510
convert really do what your luck
998
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00:45:03,130 --> 00:45:07,820
obviously in broad daylight in the
999
00:45:05,510 --> 00:45:10,280
summer it's a bit dicey because people
1000
00:45:07,820 --> 00:45:12,710
make your CV even though it's extremely
1001
00:45:10,280 --> 00:45:15,230
hard to see anything that's only just
1002
00:45:12,710 --> 00:45:16,099
above the offices if you fly something
1003
00:45:15,230 --> 00:45:18,889
behind this guy
1004
00:45:16,099 --> 00:45:21,500
everyone can see it if you fly it just
1005
00:45:18,889 --> 00:45:21,829
above that I to perhaps nobody can see
1006
00:45:21,500 --> 00:45:25,010
it
1007
00:45:21,829 --> 00:45:27,049
underneath it because it's obscured
1008
00:45:25,010 --> 00:45:30,320
month I'm sorry by all the buildings
1009
00:45:27,050 --> 00:45:31,519
around you try yourself in your city you
1010
00:45:30,320 --> 00:45:33,800
live down the garden and think
1011
00:45:31,519 --> 00:45:35,659
something's just above the earth see how
1012
00:45:33,800 --> 00:45:39,350
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easy it would be to disappear so as its
1013
00:45:35,659 --> 00:45:42,739
moved it's off in the sky see it from
1014
00:45:39,349 --> 00:45:44,029
any angle okay so that's about just to
1015
00:45:42,739 --> 00:45:44,389
give you some idea what we're talking
1016
00:45:44,030 --> 00:45:47,570
about
1017
00:45:44,389 --> 00:45:50,449
okay run what please this is a map I
1018
00:45:47,570 --> 00:45:52,700
draw which makes it more easy to
1019
00:45:50,449 --> 00:45:54,230
understand real impressed I didn't
1020
00:45:52,699 --> 00:45:57,079
that's got a lump in the middle with no
1021
00:45:54,230 --> 00:46:01,449
built-up area all that is in the center
1022
00:45:57,079 --> 00:46:04,759
there is God God and the holiday park
1023
00:46:01,449 --> 00:46:09,980
those blue dots on there are actual UFO
1024
00:46:04,760 --> 00:46:12,500
reports and they're specifically the
1025
00:46:09,980 --> 00:46:15,469
ones which I'm pretty sure of not any
1026
00:46:12,500 --> 00:46:21,679
kind of military craft which are the
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1027
00:46:15,469 --> 00:46:25,399
real thing okay whether they occur well
1028
00:46:21,679 --> 00:46:26,809
they always occur in the winter it
1029
00:46:25,400 --> 00:46:28,670
doesn't mean to say that they can't
1030
00:46:26,809 --> 00:46:31,099
appear in the summer but they do always
1031
00:46:28,670 --> 00:46:33,619
appear in the winter so as he gets older
1032
00:46:31,099 --> 00:46:35,989
mid-november and carry on through you
1033
00:46:33,619 --> 00:46:38,409
know the winter this doctrine they
1034
00:46:35,989 --> 00:46:41,059
really get to Christmas the Morrisey
1035
00:46:38,409 --> 00:46:43,210
strangely enough but there's a reason
1036
00:46:41,059 --> 00:46:45,559
for that
1037
00:46:43,210 --> 00:46:46,789
let's all look at their flight path for
1038
00:46:45,559 --> 00:46:50,119
a second can we have another slide
1039
00:46:46,789 --> 00:46:54,500
please oh by the way these are sightings
1040
00:46:50,119 --> 00:46:56,239
do not range just a second later and at
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1041
00:46:54,500 --> 00:46:58,460
the bottom is a bit of a graph I only
1042
00:46:56,239 --> 00:47:01,159
got to 1984 of these could have enough
1043
00:46:58,460 --> 00:47:02,630
time to put new graphs to go this
1044
00:47:01,159 --> 00:47:06,289
graphic all the way down to the basement
1045
00:47:02,630 --> 00:47:08,030
of the building but there we are showing
1046
00:47:06,289 --> 00:47:08,719
at the bottom a graph of the times of
1047
00:47:08,030 --> 00:47:10,940
the year
1048
00:47:08,719 --> 00:47:13,399
can you see December November and
1049
00:47:10,940 --> 00:47:17,920
Johnny those are the areas where we get
1050
00:47:13,400 --> 00:47:20,900
the most scientists are the Wobblies but
1051
00:47:17,920 --> 00:47:24,170
as I was flying over in the UFO once I
1052
00:47:20,900 --> 00:47:26,358
took this photograph then as you can see
1053
00:47:24,170 --> 00:47:28,639
this is relative yet but if you look a
1054
00:47:26,358 --> 00:47:30,798
bit beyond a little bit further Devon
1055
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00:47:28,639 --> 00:47:33,618
that comes to the very top area you'll
1056
00:47:30,798 --> 00:47:35,509
see Peters apt completely I live whether
1057
00:47:33,619 --> 00:47:39,289
that area where it sort of Peter said
1058
00:47:35,510 --> 00:47:42,470
and that's the area the UFOs come in
1059
00:47:39,289 --> 00:47:43,940
they come in from the scene coming up
1060
00:47:42,469 --> 00:47:46,578
notes of the scene as they fly
1061
00:47:43,940 --> 00:47:48,349
brilliantly more to UFOs and I've had
1062
00:47:46,579 --> 00:47:51,170
that problem to me these discs are
1063
00:47:48,349 --> 00:47:54,289
absolutely that that shape would be to
1064
00:47:51,170 --> 00:47:56,450
fly through water and they travel inland
1065
00:47:54,289 --> 00:47:57,920
at a low range you just start to see the
1066
00:47:56,449 --> 00:47:59,929
mountains starting to stick up in the
1067
00:47:57,920 --> 00:48:02,389
corner of the right there so once they
1068
00:47:59,929 --> 00:48:04,190
get over that little bit there where you
1069
00:48:02,389 --> 00:48:06,769
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see sort of white flow of the top that's
1070
00:48:04,190 --> 00:48:09,470
the other they come no houses and they
1071
00:48:06,769 --> 00:48:12,710
were just you know holiday camp which
1072
00:48:09,469 --> 00:48:16,399
coincidentally closes during those
1073
00:48:12,710 --> 00:48:19,039
months in the winter so basically you've
1074
00:48:16,400 --> 00:48:20,389
got a looked in ones from the sea if
1075
00:48:19,039 --> 00:48:24,528
they were crossing over the top of
1076
00:48:20,389 --> 00:48:28,578
people are protection Cerreta more to
1077
00:48:24,528 --> 00:48:33,318
their come another picture please right
1078
00:48:28,579 --> 00:48:35,059
this clearly shows prostatic and rim and
1079
00:48:33,318 --> 00:48:37,818
this area see the golf club at the very
1080
00:48:35,059 --> 00:48:40,309
top were indicated and this area in
1081
00:48:37,818 --> 00:48:40,900
between weather is nothing nothing at
1082
00:48:40,309 --> 00:48:43,819
all
1083
00:48:40,900 --> 00:48:46,548
what a coincidence so they always travel
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1084
00:48:43,818 --> 00:48:50,509
across that golf course and then that
1085
00:48:46,548 --> 00:48:52,038
line there there are no buildings and in
1086
00:48:50,510 --> 00:48:54,289
the middle of the winter in the middle
1087
00:48:52,039 --> 00:48:57,289
of the morning you could probably walk
1088
00:48:54,289 --> 00:49:00,260
down there with brightly lit umbrella
1089
00:48:57,289 --> 00:49:02,690
and nobody would ever see some walk
1090
00:49:00,260 --> 00:49:07,940
around we have walk around anyway here
1091
00:49:02,690 --> 00:49:10,519
we go Club salute leaves right now we're
1092
00:49:07,940 --> 00:49:11,409
on the promenade and I move down there
1093
00:49:10,519 --> 00:49:13,989
from the
1094
00:49:11,409 --> 00:49:16,389
I hope station which is a bit further of
1095
00:49:13,989 --> 00:49:18,579
this end and I'm stood now at the golf
1096
00:49:16,389 --> 00:49:20,170
course a promenade the golf course
1097
00:49:18,579 --> 00:49:22,210
starts right at the promenade and
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1098
00:49:20,170 --> 00:49:25,230
there's nothing you go straight across
1099
00:49:22,210 --> 00:49:28,030
that cars cost one more please
1100
00:49:25,230 --> 00:49:30,490
right that's looking directly across the
1101
00:49:28,030 --> 00:49:32,769
golf club and you see the star for the
1102
00:49:30,489 --> 00:49:35,049
mountain range there so once you've gone
1103
00:49:32,769 --> 00:49:37,570
across here and the cross that got that
1104
00:49:35,050 --> 00:49:39,610
to Holiday Park that's there your home
1105
00:49:37,570 --> 00:49:44,640
and dry during the coast
1106
00:49:39,610 --> 00:49:46,750
next please this is the Holiday Park
1107
00:49:44,639 --> 00:49:49,239
which case you want to book a card on
1108
00:49:46,750 --> 00:49:49,780
wealthier and tsunami anyway they go
1109
00:49:49,239 --> 00:49:53,709
across here
1110
00:49:49,780 --> 00:49:56,530
next please hey now we're actually
1111
00:49:53,710 --> 00:49:59,320
coming down into the Vale and this is
1112
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00:49:56,530 --> 00:50:01,510
taken from one of the hills you see that
1113
00:49:59,320 --> 00:50:03,519
over the top there's mother Denali that
1114
00:50:01,510 --> 00:50:05,350
flat bit in the middle is the see of the
1115
00:50:03,519 --> 00:50:08,079
grill and this is the area they come
1116
00:50:05,349 --> 00:50:10,659
across as you can see it just feels and
1117
00:50:08,079 --> 00:50:15,639
if you fly it alone brought them you are
1118
00:50:10,659 --> 00:50:17,920
really it and again please now you've
1119
00:50:15,639 --> 00:50:20,019
started to see that that true mountains
1120
00:50:17,920 --> 00:50:25,090
as they comes down comes down this Bale
1121
00:50:20,019 --> 00:50:27,880
and again please and those are the hills
1122
00:50:25,090 --> 00:50:29,890
on the far side so as long as you're
1123
00:50:27,880 --> 00:50:32,769
over this nut green they're down they're
1124
00:50:29,889 --> 00:50:35,589
not trough you really are sheltered from
1125
00:50:32,769 --> 00:50:40,320
any kind of prying guy afraid or or
1126
00:50:35,590 --> 00:50:43,720
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anybody else we and again please and
1127
00:50:40,320 --> 00:50:46,059
this is further down Mondavi again taken
1128
00:50:43,719 --> 00:50:49,419
from this side looking across to the
1129
00:50:46,059 --> 00:50:51,820
other side and he conceded it easy just
1130
00:50:49,420 --> 00:50:53,800
keep dropping them in the middle of the
1131
00:50:51,820 --> 00:50:58,690
night down there and nobody's going to
1132
00:50:53,800 --> 00:51:00,250
see and he did nothing dangerous they're
1133
00:50:58,690 --> 00:51:05,409
halfway donut
1134
00:51:00,250 --> 00:51:09,849
refuge on that hill is this earthen when
1135
00:51:05,409 --> 00:51:10,839
television mast this is where I got my
1136
00:51:09,849 --> 00:51:13,539
television program
1137
00:51:10,840 --> 00:51:15,550
from and other people in the area it's
1138
00:51:13,539 --> 00:51:17,769
completely on itself on the mountaintop
1139
00:51:15,550 --> 00:51:20,050
Amazonia little operating building that
1140
00:51:17,769 --> 00:51:24,219
goes with it but at night it does
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1141
00:51:20,050 --> 00:51:25,960
aircraft lights on it so there's you
1142
00:51:24,219 --> 00:51:28,539
know now flame doesn't come down not get
1143
00:51:25,960 --> 00:51:32,260
off it every week so the lights on the
1144
00:51:28,539 --> 00:51:34,090
top of it and because it's in an area
1145
00:51:32,260 --> 00:51:36,070
where there are no other lights and it's
1146
00:51:34,090 --> 00:51:39,370
off they don't on this painting it's
1147
00:51:36,070 --> 00:51:41,320
done to like a sore thumb if I was a
1148
00:51:39,369 --> 00:51:43,569
tourist coming in here for the first
1149
00:51:41,320 --> 00:51:45,940
time traveling down my era playing on
1150
00:51:43,570 --> 00:51:47,440
with my salsa and I saw this post I
1151
00:51:45,940 --> 00:51:49,720
would want to know what nerve that is
1152
00:51:47,440 --> 00:51:53,139
and what it's doing so I'd probably
1153
00:51:49,719 --> 00:51:54,849
sleep there for a moment and go up a bit
1154
00:51:53,139 --> 00:51:58,329
closer to it and see if I could see what
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1155
00:51:54,849 --> 00:52:01,839
it was which is what people keep
1156
00:51:58,329 --> 00:52:04,019
reporting and have one more place like
1157
00:52:01,840 --> 00:52:07,360
this one this is actual drawing that the
1158
00:52:04,019 --> 00:52:10,659
observer saw I saw this illuminated
1159
00:52:07,360 --> 00:52:13,180
object that looked like that these funny
1160
00:52:10,659 --> 00:52:14,019
legs on the bottom of it lights all the
1161
00:52:13,179 --> 00:52:16,719
way around it
1162
00:52:14,019 --> 00:52:18,519
and it was hovering around the oven when
1163
00:52:16,719 --> 00:52:20,769
must television mast
1164
00:52:18,519 --> 00:52:22,179
which probably explains well the picture
1165
00:52:20,769 --> 00:52:29,289
cause bit funny that when it came up in
1166
00:52:22,179 --> 00:52:33,969
tell loved one please this fascinates me
1167
00:52:29,289 --> 00:52:36,909
because this is a bit further down in
1168
00:52:33,969 --> 00:52:38,649
Denby itself but still on the main road
1169
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00:52:36,909 --> 00:52:41,319
and this is called the brook house men
1170
00:52:38,650 --> 00:52:43,240
it used to be a working water but it's
1171
00:52:41,320 --> 00:52:47,170
still a walk away up there and they do
1172
00:52:43,239 --> 00:52:49,359
find food and good answer they forced me
1173
00:52:47,170 --> 00:52:50,950
one Christmas because I put some
1174
00:52:49,360 --> 00:52:53,410
equipment in there to have to spend the
1175
00:52:50,949 --> 00:52:55,210
Christmas dinner in there was absolutely
1176
00:52:53,409 --> 00:52:59,289
all that it was all good baby worried
1177
00:52:55,210 --> 00:53:01,420
because they locked us in all dead they
1178
00:52:59,289 --> 00:53:03,159
told us please help yourself to all the
1179
00:53:01,420 --> 00:53:07,990
drinks you can because we're trying to
1180
00:53:03,159 --> 00:53:09,489
get rid of them and so he did and very
1181
00:53:07,989 --> 00:53:11,568
interested he was too but anyway
1182
00:53:09,489 --> 00:53:13,038
opposite either this is miserable
1183
00:53:11,568 --> 00:53:15,708
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where the streamers events outside
1184
00:53:13,039 --> 00:53:18,469
there's a Roman Greenock Tyrell straight
1185
00:53:15,708 --> 00:53:20,179
up there would lead you to river and the
1186
00:53:18,469 --> 00:53:22,909
other side led to some little cottages
1187
00:53:20,179 --> 00:53:24,948
they're still there and the chef who
1188
00:53:22,909 --> 00:53:27,498
worked in here lived in those little
1189
00:53:24,949 --> 00:53:29,690
cottages so he gets up very early in the
1190
00:53:27,498 --> 00:53:31,338
morning he goes over to start his ovens
1191
00:53:29,690 --> 00:53:33,048
and whatever it is he was preparing
1192
00:53:31,338 --> 00:53:35,690
because they do an enormous amount of
1193
00:53:33,048 --> 00:53:37,548
food Livia so obviously got the world to
1194
00:53:35,690 --> 00:53:40,099
do so early in the morning and he walked
1195
00:53:37,548 --> 00:53:42,739
across this road and he gets to just
1196
00:53:40,099 --> 00:53:46,219
outside this building when a disc comes
1197
00:53:42,739 --> 00:53:50,119
over at extremely low level and being so
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1198
00:53:46,219 --> 00:53:53,690
light them to where he is he is
1199
00:53:50,119 --> 00:53:55,430
absolutely gobsmacked he said quite
1200
00:53:53,690 --> 00:53:57,019
worried about it because it's a know
1201
00:53:55,429 --> 00:53:59,808
whether to can fall on the building or
1202
00:53:57,018 --> 00:54:00,978
that beam up or whatever it's going to
1203
00:53:59,809 --> 00:54:05,298
do but you should be very concerned
1204
00:54:00,978 --> 00:54:08,748
about it and so he actually reported it
1205
00:54:05,298 --> 00:54:12,288
and he reported it to the police and he
1206
00:54:08,748 --> 00:54:15,618
also reported it to UFO people which is
1207
00:54:12,289 --> 00:54:17,719
where of course I came in what didn't
1208
00:54:15,619 --> 00:54:20,568
know is what he was stood up there and
1209
00:54:17,719 --> 00:54:22,338
this thing was opening a car trouble of
1210
00:54:20,568 --> 00:54:24,619
this road from really going up the road
1211
00:54:22,338 --> 00:54:26,869
towards Rio with two police officers in
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1212
00:54:24,619 --> 00:54:30,199
it a police car two police officers in
1213
00:54:26,869 --> 00:54:33,140
it and the two police officers obviously
1214
00:54:30,199 --> 00:54:34,880
saw this object and to detail the
1215
00:54:33,139 --> 00:54:37,879
counterfeit and they went back to that
1216
00:54:34,880 --> 00:54:39,680
station and they reported it and I
1217
00:54:37,880 --> 00:54:42,798
managed to get a copy of the files of
1218
00:54:39,679 --> 00:54:44,538
the actual report and it really is a
1219
00:54:42,798 --> 00:54:46,068
very good description I mean if the
1220
00:54:44,539 --> 00:54:47,930
policeman caught me start something to
1221
00:54:46,068 --> 00:54:50,058
us we've got no chance of it but but
1222
00:54:47,929 --> 00:54:50,989
they did and it's extremely good it's
1223
00:54:50,059 --> 00:54:54,289
identical
1224
00:54:50,989 --> 00:54:58,190
throughout this Chef of reporting this
1225
00:54:54,289 --> 00:55:01,699
could happen alone there was such an
1226
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00:54:58,190 --> 00:55:02,760
important case that flying saucer review
1227
00:55:01,699 --> 00:55:04,950
which is a famous
1228
00:55:02,760 --> 00:55:08,280
we're still going 15 years ago four
1229
00:55:04,949 --> 00:55:10,230
years yes actually produced an article
1230
00:55:08,280 --> 00:55:13,050
that interviewed the people and he was
1231
00:55:10,230 --> 00:55:14,849
their front page and see UFO drawn in
1232
00:55:13,050 --> 00:55:21,690
and a being done trying to represent
1233
00:55:14,849 --> 00:55:35,250
what the chef's had seen thank you okay
1234
00:55:21,690 --> 00:55:35,550
please write this is what's this all
1235
00:55:35,250 --> 00:55:38,280
about
1236
00:55:35,550 --> 00:55:41,310
well Octavian a farmer in one of those
1237
00:55:38,280 --> 00:55:44,070
fields under the line where the UFOs
1238
00:55:41,309 --> 00:55:45,860
trouble is blowing his field and up
1239
00:55:44,070 --> 00:55:49,110
comes a suitcase
1240
00:55:45,860 --> 00:55:53,370
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so he opens there's a suitcase and then
1241
00:55:49,110 --> 00:55:58,740
there is an amazing radio transmission
1242
00:55:53,369 --> 00:56:00,839
equipment textbook see film and this
1243
00:55:58,739 --> 00:56:02,579
equipment this state of the art in the
1244
00:56:00,840 --> 00:56:05,670
world at the time absolutely
1245
00:56:02,579 --> 00:56:09,150
state-of-the-art they were specially
1246
00:56:05,670 --> 00:56:11,909
made for the KGB and only for the KGB it
1247
00:56:09,150 --> 00:56:13,710
was not made for anybody else so it's a
1248
00:56:11,909 --> 00:56:16,139
very rare item and it took me a long
1249
00:56:13,710 --> 00:56:18,990
time before I was able and you can see
1250
00:56:16,139 --> 00:56:20,549
and peer and Fiza questioning the
1251
00:56:18,989 --> 00:56:22,799
military defense of the like what on
1252
00:56:20,550 --> 00:56:25,560
earth is going on that the Soviets have
1253
00:56:22,800 --> 00:56:29,010
got to you know secret radio
1254
00:56:25,559 --> 00:56:30,650
transmitters down this valley one more
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1255
00:56:29,010 --> 00:56:33,240
place
1256
00:56:30,650 --> 00:56:35,880
this is photographs of the actual
1257
00:56:33,239 --> 00:56:42,779
equipment took me a long time to get
1258
00:56:35,880 --> 00:56:46,470
pictures and the game please and the
1259
00:56:42,780 --> 00:56:51,600
game please as you can see quite a bit
1260
00:56:46,469 --> 00:56:52,919
appear all locked away in a case thank
1261
00:56:51,599 --> 00:56:56,038
you
1262
00:56:52,920 --> 00:56:56,039
[Music]
1263
00:57:00,289 --> 00:57:05,700
right
1264
00:57:01,969 --> 00:57:09,959
it's a Soviet Russia KGB anchor
1265
00:57:05,699 --> 00:57:11,689
surveillance radio covert transceiver at
1266
00:57:09,960 --> 00:57:16,048
what it's called it was produced in the
1267
00:57:11,690 --> 00:57:19,259
1960s by Novosibirsk electro signal
1268
00:57:16,048 --> 00:57:22,619
Bureau exclusively for the KGB in very
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1269
00:57:19,259 --> 00:57:25,259
limited numbers is the designed plant
1270
00:57:22,619 --> 00:57:27,539
destined communication between agents
1271
00:57:25,259 --> 00:57:30,838
and civilian surveilling potential enemy
1272
00:57:27,539 --> 00:57:34,019
agents it permits coded signals to be
1273
00:57:30,838 --> 00:57:36,028
sent via silently by vibrations voice or
1274
00:57:34,018 --> 00:57:38,788
voice does transmissions of huevos
1275
00:57:36,028 --> 00:57:42,659
crumbled as well very sophisticated for
1276
00:57:38,789 --> 00:57:44,420
its time really sophisticated ok next
1277
00:57:42,659 --> 00:57:48,028
one please
1278
00:57:44,420 --> 00:57:51,028
now this is the terminal Debbie this is
1279
00:57:48,028 --> 00:57:54,659
the last stop on the Northwest tour of
1280
00:57:51,028 --> 00:57:56,400
the UFO aliens they get as far as damage
1281
00:57:54,659 --> 00:57:58,440
store see the monkeys are back there by
1282
00:57:56,400 --> 00:58:00,240
the way they could continue down and
1283
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00:57:58,440 --> 00:58:02,849
wanted to actually have but nearly all
1284
00:58:00,239 --> 00:58:05,608
of them designed enemies the places to
1285
00:58:02,849 --> 00:58:07,528
turn a shark right and go through a
1286
00:58:05,608 --> 00:58:09,659
valley at the side of this class area
1287
00:58:07,528 --> 00:58:11,309
and then the plate on the Dendy Wars
1288
00:58:09,659 --> 00:58:12,838
where you can play all night see last
1289
00:58:11,309 --> 00:58:13,319
contender nobody can see what you're
1290
00:58:12,838 --> 00:58:16,349
doing
1291
00:58:13,318 --> 00:58:17,849
of course the reservoirs are up there so
1292
00:58:16,349 --> 00:58:20,039
if you like hidin in water you've got
1293
00:58:17,849 --> 00:58:23,130
them as well as plenty for them to
1294
00:58:20,039 --> 00:58:26,390
investigate - wonderful area but it's
1295
00:58:23,130 --> 00:58:35,119
very remote and this is Debbie Castle
1296
00:58:26,389 --> 00:58:38,578
again please because it's a heavily
1297
00:58:35,119 --> 00:58:41,309
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populated area around there that's been
1298
00:58:38,579 --> 00:58:48,089
numerous sightings actually over 2 mb
1299
00:58:41,309 --> 00:58:50,880
castle camera another one please right
1300
00:58:48,088 --> 00:58:54,929
and that this brings us to this guy just
1301
00:58:50,880 --> 00:58:55,640
down from the castle and near to the
1302
00:58:54,929 --> 00:58:57,309
route
1303
00:58:55,639 --> 00:59:03,559
going down the grave before they turn
1304
00:58:57,309 --> 00:59:05,779
this kindness okay mr. Roberts this lip
1305
00:59:03,559 --> 00:59:08,000
city called is like another sometime
1306
00:59:05,780 --> 00:59:11,390
yesterday near the bottom right adjacent
1307
00:59:08,000 --> 00:59:14,179
the quote but the end of this cul-de-sac
1308
00:59:11,389 --> 00:59:16,579
is that the fence that separates him
1309
00:59:14,179 --> 00:59:21,759
from the quali it's up which is a wooded
1310
00:59:16,579 --> 00:59:25,819
area around you know stone quarry
1311
00:59:21,760 --> 00:59:30,020
what he does is every night as a habit
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1312
00:59:25,820 --> 00:59:32,210
it takes his dog to do its business
1313
00:59:30,019 --> 00:59:35,719
this is a 12 o'clock midnight by the
1314
00:59:32,210 --> 00:59:37,760
very edge he does this and the sets on
1315
00:59:35,719 --> 00:59:38,209
the fence this is a Spile at the top
1316
00:59:37,760 --> 00:59:41,120
there
1317
00:59:38,210 --> 00:59:43,010
another smoke and while he's smoking his
1318
00:59:41,119 --> 00:59:45,289
dog does the business and he gives it a
1319
00:59:43,010 --> 00:59:46,610
couple of whistles it comes to him and
1320
00:59:45,289 --> 00:59:51,170
off they go
1321
00:59:46,610 --> 00:59:53,900
boom - better not that my dad lived he
1322
00:59:51,170 --> 00:59:56,389
sucked on that fence the dog went over
1323
00:59:53,900 --> 01:00:01,039
started rummaging in the bushes a next
1324
00:59:56,389 --> 01:00:03,829
minute a bright light rises up over the
1325
01:00:01,039 --> 01:00:06,710
top of the trees in front of him coming
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1326
01:00:03,829 --> 01:00:10,360
towards in extremely slowly and he
1327
01:00:06,710 --> 01:00:13,010
discourse I mean really really there
1328
01:00:10,360 --> 01:00:16,340
it's got what he thought were windows
1329
01:00:13,010 --> 01:00:18,680
all they ranked it big windows that saw
1330
01:00:16,340 --> 01:00:19,670
the size of the run the ball down there
1331
01:00:18,679 --> 01:00:27,849
and counted
1332
01:00:19,670 --> 01:00:31,369
sighs unless he was scared to death the
1333
01:00:27,849 --> 01:00:33,739
dog ran off its get that document so
1334
01:00:31,369 --> 01:00:35,389
what he did is starting room then this
1335
01:00:33,739 --> 01:00:37,309
cul-de-sac because it was following him
1336
01:00:35,389 --> 01:00:40,039
and this white light was shining on him
1337
01:00:37,309 --> 01:00:41,349
and he could feel light and he was so
1338
01:00:40,039 --> 01:00:43,538
concerned that you were
1339
01:00:41,349 --> 01:00:46,180
and it was banking on people's thoughts
1340
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01:00:43,539 --> 01:00:48,640
which is a great thing to do at five
1341
01:00:46,179 --> 01:00:51,038
past midnight if you can see what I'm
1342
01:00:48,639 --> 01:00:53,170
saying and one of the doors he knocked
1343
01:00:51,039 --> 01:00:55,450
on was a neighbor it wasn't the personal
1344
01:00:53,170 --> 01:00:58,180
friend was just one of his neighbors and
1345
01:00:55,449 --> 01:01:00,759
that the way the houses are built the
1346
01:00:58,179 --> 01:01:02,228
front door is recessed in to the
1347
01:01:00,759 --> 01:01:04,838
building and the kitchen saw that these
1348
01:01:02,228 --> 01:01:07,358
stinking afterworlds wrote so when you
1349
01:01:04,838 --> 01:01:10,028
open the door you can't actually see you
1350
01:01:07,358 --> 01:01:12,278
know left of your expert in it so she
1351
01:01:10,028 --> 01:01:14,170
commented and said words like how
1352
01:01:12,278 --> 01:01:16,778
wonderful of you to knock at five past
1353
01:01:14,170 --> 01:01:18,999
midnight and then at least I am to see
1354
01:01:16,778 --> 01:01:20,969
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you at this time and so are you having
1355
01:01:18,998 --> 01:01:24,009
any problem that I can help you with
1356
01:01:20,969 --> 01:01:26,768
right to which mr. Roberts said a few
1357
01:01:24,009 --> 01:01:29,228
words which I can't repeat and she can't
1358
01:01:26,768 --> 01:01:32,288
lead either and said come and look at
1359
01:01:29,228 --> 01:01:34,449
this so you can imagine no police she
1360
01:01:32,289 --> 01:01:38,200
was to be tracked to the front of thanks
1361
01:01:34,449 --> 01:01:41,588
by this man midnight but soon as she did
1362
01:01:38,199 --> 01:01:44,098
this thing was passing them oh my god
1363
01:01:41,588 --> 01:01:47,858
what is this
1364
01:01:44,099 --> 01:01:50,380
no it's one thing for me to tell you
1365
01:01:47,858 --> 01:01:51,969
about these things it's another thing
1366
01:01:50,380 --> 01:01:53,858
for you to Munich for yourself so what
1367
01:01:51,969 --> 01:01:56,679
I'm gonna do now I'm gonna take you on
1368
01:01:53,858 --> 01:02:00,130
the interview that I did after you
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1369
01:01:56,679 --> 01:02:03,728
peered in this paper my dear wife was
1370
01:02:00,130 --> 01:02:06,608
very good at making a few notes and
1371
01:02:03,728 --> 01:02:09,009
things occupies people well I can
1372
01:02:06,608 --> 01:02:11,710
question them and makes notes of
1373
01:02:09,009 --> 01:02:15,130
everything they said and also with their
1374
01:02:11,710 --> 01:02:18,068
permission recall the interviews so I
1375
01:02:15,130 --> 01:02:21,849
understand fifteen thousand interviews
1376
01:02:18,068 --> 01:02:24,788
on tape of people being seeing UFOs some
1377
01:02:21,849 --> 01:02:25,660
of which were absolutely magnetizing to
1378
01:02:24,789 --> 01:02:27,819
the spot
1379
01:02:25,659 --> 01:02:31,009
because they're not all crackpots and
1380
01:02:27,818 --> 01:02:32,960
all this
1381
01:02:31,010 --> 01:02:35,750
claiming to be any kind of intellectual
1382
01:02:32,960 --> 01:02:38,090
Scotland be nonetheless it's a fairly
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1383
01:02:35,750 --> 01:02:40,099
honest and straightforward person which
1384
01:02:38,090 --> 01:02:42,680
I think he will gather from the takers
1385
01:02:40,099 --> 01:02:44,150
tonight to play you that original
1386
01:02:42,679 --> 01:02:46,819
technically he lost to listen very
1387
01:02:44,150 --> 01:02:49,340
carefully where he's got a dog by the
1388
01:02:46,820 --> 01:02:52,070
way which one I'm trying to interviewer
1389
01:02:49,340 --> 01:02:54,559
is trying to either pee on the recording
1390
01:02:52,070 --> 01:02:57,769
equipment or it's trying to sneak the
1391
01:02:54,559 --> 01:03:00,500
microphone to death right and mr.
1392
01:02:57,769 --> 01:03:02,780
Roberts himself gets very excited I
1393
01:03:00,500 --> 01:03:04,099
don't know why because I mean lights
1394
01:03:02,780 --> 01:03:06,050
come over the top of you every night
1395
01:03:04,099 --> 01:03:08,239
don't in front of the retailer anyway he
1396
01:03:06,050 --> 01:03:11,600
gets very excited he gets so excited
1397
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01:03:08,239 --> 01:03:13,729
about to use a few bleeps in here and he
1398
01:03:11,599 --> 01:03:15,199
kept saying I don't mind that up your
1399
01:03:13,730 --> 01:03:17,869
mind then you do it again you know me
1400
01:03:15,199 --> 01:03:21,339
but anyway the it adds flavor to it so
1401
01:03:17,869 --> 01:03:21,339
listen carefully my dear
1402
01:03:39,079 --> 01:03:42,259
[Music]
1403
01:03:48,110 --> 01:03:51,219
[Music]
1404
01:03:58,199 --> 01:04:01,289
[Music]
1405
01:04:07,909 --> 01:04:13,219
[Laughter]
1406
01:04:14,210 --> 01:04:22,230
[Music]
1407
01:04:16,849 --> 01:04:22,230
[Laughter]
1408
01:05:29,119 --> 01:05:32,210
[Music]
1409
01:05:47,429 --> 01:05:53,038
it wasn't
1410
01:06:31,590 --> 01:06:34,679
[Music]
1411
01:08:08,690 --> 01:08:11,780
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[Music]
1412
01:08:24,069 --> 01:08:30,030
[Music]
1413
01:08:25,409 --> 01:08:32,260
I think you get the general gist this is
1414
01:08:30,029 --> 01:08:37,059
coming the way with it is really
1415
01:08:32,260 --> 01:08:39,100
strongly to try and describe to us and
1416
01:08:37,060 --> 01:08:42,250
every few minutes when he gets excited
1417
01:08:39,100 --> 01:08:46,930
about it he record roster go into a
1418
01:08:42,250 --> 01:08:48,310
cleaner - but if you were there there's
1419
01:08:46,930 --> 01:08:50,890
one thing you would definitely agree
1420
01:08:48,310 --> 01:08:53,140
with this malice how that makes things
1421
01:08:50,890 --> 01:08:56,590
what it was exactly
1422
01:08:53,140 --> 01:08:57,610
I would like to be you know into my name
1423
01:08:56,590 --> 01:09:00,819
- exactly
1424
01:08:57,609 --> 01:09:01,769
but did this man actually experience
1425
01:09:00,819 --> 01:09:04,858
something odd
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1426
01:09:01,770 --> 01:09:06,540
no he didn't he really saw it and so did
1427
01:09:04,859 --> 01:09:08,700
his neighbor he goes on to describe how
1428
01:09:06,539 --> 01:09:11,819
he was knocking on the door and the lady
1429
01:09:08,699 --> 01:09:19,079
came out when someone just takes a
1430
01:09:11,819 --> 01:09:22,100
second mr. Rawat's up there let's a look
1431
01:09:19,079 --> 01:09:23,600
at his drawing that he did for me please
1432
01:09:22,100 --> 01:09:26,069
lights please
1433
01:09:23,600 --> 01:09:29,640
there we are not suit actual drawing
1434
01:09:26,069 --> 01:09:32,400
that's him suffer he's a style and this
1435
01:09:29,640 --> 01:09:34,490
is the object the Teatro which is like a
1436
01:09:32,399 --> 01:09:37,259
ton of the capacities on explanation
1437
01:09:34,489 --> 01:09:40,949
bigger than a double-decker bus and
1438
01:09:37,260 --> 01:09:42,539
immediately over him and as I said he
1439
01:09:40,949 --> 01:09:47,489
went knocking on people's doors in the
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1440
01:09:42,539 --> 01:09:50,130
morning now in August 1999 I was
1441
01:09:47,489 --> 01:09:52,619
contacted by a public driver a glider
1442
01:09:50,130 --> 01:09:56,159
made no conference who was flying his
1443
01:09:52,619 --> 01:09:58,769
brother glad you from God 42 deadly and
1444
01:09:56,159 --> 01:10:01,229
he was getting a little too low as I
1445
01:09:58,770 --> 01:10:02,970
neared deadly when I suddenly saw
1446
01:10:01,229 --> 01:10:05,009
something strange it wouldn't like a
1447
01:10:02,970 --> 01:10:05,640
flying saucer was hung in around some
1448
01:10:05,010 --> 01:10:08,220
trees
1449
01:10:05,640 --> 01:10:16,770
I always carry a camera so I loved it
1450
01:10:08,220 --> 01:10:19,350
nearby - at several photographs this was
1451
01:10:16,770 --> 01:10:24,360
actually moving but he monster takes up
1452
01:10:19,350 --> 01:10:27,030
you know really good pictures this guy's
1453
01:10:24,359 --> 01:10:28,949
got nothing - you know no reason at all
1454
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01:10:27,029 --> 01:10:31,349
trying to make it up or anything like
1455
01:10:28,949 --> 01:10:32,699
that and he's really got his product
1456
01:10:31,350 --> 01:10:35,039
right and it's a lot of people who've
1457
01:10:32,699 --> 01:10:36,989
got no reason on earth why they should
1458
01:10:35,039 --> 01:10:37,609
want to you know start talking about
1459
01:10:36,989 --> 01:10:39,908
UFOs
1460
01:10:37,609 --> 01:10:43,009
Scot the common contact three ones and
1461
01:10:39,908 --> 01:10:46,488
when he was climbing up the Mount
1462
01:10:43,010 --> 01:10:49,190
Everest on one occasion a big forty
1463
01:10:46,488 --> 01:10:51,888
silver cube came either of augment
1464
01:10:49,189 --> 01:10:54,559
Everest everybody saw it base camp
1465
01:10:51,889 --> 01:10:56,810
everything and so on and he put it in an
1466
01:10:54,560 --> 01:10:59,600
interview I said nobody's going to
1467
01:10:56,810 --> 01:11:02,900
believe me when I tell them that you've
1468
01:10:59,600 --> 01:11:05,840
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seen a giant flying solo cube over Mount
1469
01:11:02,899 --> 01:11:08,349
Everest so he signed a lovely big
1470
01:11:05,840 --> 01:11:08,350
picture
1471
01:11:21,340 --> 01:11:27,500
unfortunately moving it doesn't do very
1472
01:11:24,050 --> 01:11:30,770
good there's certain times before
1473
01:11:27,500 --> 01:11:33,170
it's bloody could be any damn thing when
1474
01:11:30,770 --> 01:11:34,639
it's absolutely clear sharp focus like
1475
01:11:33,170 --> 01:11:37,639
some other pictures around you today
1476
01:11:34,639 --> 01:11:38,389
obviously its main de because it's not
1477
01:11:37,639 --> 01:11:40,819
clear
1478
01:11:38,389 --> 01:11:43,130
this is the trouble you have and this is
1479
01:11:40,819 --> 01:11:45,408
why I related photographs to be the
1480
01:11:43,130 --> 01:11:46,730
worst evidence in the world not least of
1481
01:11:45,408 --> 01:11:48,649
course because everybody in his
1482
01:11:46,729 --> 01:11:51,678
daughter's got computer now could make
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1483
01:11:48,649 --> 01:11:54,170
his own what's really important is the
1484
01:11:51,679 --> 01:11:55,880
caliber of the witnesses especially if
1485
01:11:54,170 --> 01:11:57,679
it's multiple witnesses from different
1486
01:11:55,880 --> 01:11:59,960
locations under these people have got
1487
01:11:57,679 --> 01:12:03,260
any qualifications in that area it adds
1488
01:11:59,960 --> 01:12:13,130
to it doesn't it but lights in the sky
1489
01:12:03,260 --> 01:12:15,289
I just love okay now there was not been
1490
01:12:13,130 --> 01:12:18,739
a year we left a reported sighting right
1491
01:12:15,289 --> 01:12:26,329
to an including this year can we have
1492
01:12:18,738 --> 01:12:31,069
another clip please this is Nathan 1920s
1493
01:12:26,329 --> 01:12:32,868
my 2012 this was so the UFO okay where
1494
01:12:31,069 --> 01:12:34,399
he's got that circle not pictured them
1495
01:12:32,868 --> 01:12:35,899
and that is the clue in range by the way
1496
01:12:34,399 --> 01:12:38,299
in the back room
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1497
01:12:35,899 --> 01:12:42,649
I think at least and to flushing through
1498
01:12:38,300 --> 01:12:46,850
these a bit quick okay and they came
1499
01:12:42,649 --> 01:12:48,469
over the top of Dendi capsule any of
1500
01:12:46,850 --> 01:12:50,300
this bunch of ascites there because
1501
01:12:48,469 --> 01:12:52,939
that's the one area where they expose
1502
01:12:50,300 --> 01:12:54,980
themselves they do have to go over the
1503
01:12:52,939 --> 01:12:57,349
top of Tempe castle to go to the Debbie
1504
01:12:54,979 --> 01:12:59,149
box and because it's a girl to pair and
1505
01:12:57,350 --> 01:13:01,219
there's always that remote chucks that
1506
01:12:59,149 --> 01:13:04,849
somebody is going to see it on the
1507
01:13:01,219 --> 01:13:06,408
entrance there we I do brilliant on the
1508
01:13:04,850 --> 01:13:08,000
dots in the sky and things but they
1509
01:13:06,408 --> 01:13:10,039
don't mean much except because that
1510
01:13:08,000 --> 01:13:13,520
people are claiming that they've seen in
1511
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01:13:10,039 --> 01:13:16,340
the same time thank you I think right
1512
01:13:13,520 --> 01:13:19,820
this is a close up of the UFO is flying
1513
01:13:16,340 --> 01:13:21,829
over deadly castle and what stops don't
1514
01:13:19,819 --> 01:13:23,920
do any good news photography I Spit the
1515
01:13:21,829 --> 01:13:28,819
digital memories okay
1516
01:13:23,920 --> 01:13:35,569
please can we flush through these a bit
1517
01:13:28,819 --> 01:13:38,059
quick right this is a call for us to ask
1518
01:13:35,569 --> 01:13:39,170
people to contact as if this evening can
1519
01:13:38,060 --> 01:13:41,360
we keep going
1520
01:13:39,170 --> 01:13:43,880
thank you okay this is f dot the deadly
1521
01:13:41,359 --> 01:13:45,529
force by the way you can see the emotive
1522
01:13:43,880 --> 01:13:48,170
service an archaeological site in the
1523
01:13:45,529 --> 01:13:49,689
foreground via the reservoirs at the top
1524
01:13:48,170 --> 01:13:52,158
keep going please
1525
01:13:49,689 --> 01:13:53,960
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this is one of the only buildings and
1526
01:13:52,158 --> 01:13:56,448
stood on Demi Moore's and you can see
1527
01:13:53,960 --> 01:13:57,980
the stage now I bet that tomorrow that
1528
01:13:56,448 --> 01:14:00,198
probably only the pics on the floor
1529
01:13:57,979 --> 01:14:02,839
literally I remember this is a beautiful
1530
01:14:00,198 --> 01:14:04,849
old building only good film becomes
1531
01:14:02,840 --> 01:14:06,920
there or any of your hopes of our city
1532
01:14:04,850 --> 01:14:10,219
1d because it stood on its own
1533
01:14:06,920 --> 01:14:12,408
okay thank you now yeah of to left is
1534
01:14:10,219 --> 01:14:14,060
just as an examples to show you and one
1535
01:14:12,408 --> 01:14:15,859
time I was stupid enough to waste my
1536
01:14:14,060 --> 01:14:18,020
time frequently by
1537
01:14:15,859 --> 01:14:20,000
to the Ministry of Defense and the Royal
1538
01:14:18,020 --> 01:14:22,070
Air Force and asking them if a
1539
01:14:20,000 --> 01:14:24,590
particular sighting that's about that
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1540
01:14:22,069 --> 01:14:27,529
week or whatever it was what's one of
1541
01:14:24,590 --> 01:14:30,739
the aircraft that you've read if you
1542
01:14:27,529 --> 01:14:32,929
could read this as we don't know where
1543
01:14:30,739 --> 01:14:36,349
any forever planes orbit every time we
1544
01:14:32,930 --> 01:14:38,090
can't help you mmm so I contacted them
1545
01:14:36,350 --> 01:14:43,910
back and said I do hope you can find any
1546
01:14:38,090 --> 01:14:45,949
cases so eventually I stopped I stopped
1547
01:14:43,909 --> 01:14:47,809
writing because all they get is complete
1548
01:14:45,949 --> 01:14:50,329
dribble I hope tonight he might as well
1549
01:14:47,810 --> 01:14:53,710
say to me but they're just to show that
1550
01:14:50,329 --> 01:14:56,989
we do try you know we really do try and
1551
01:14:53,710 --> 01:14:58,880
never forget I was been link pope who
1552
01:14:56,989 --> 01:15:01,789
everybody probably knows was in charge
1553
01:14:58,880 --> 01:15:03,590
of us both the Ministry of Defense for
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1554
01:15:01,789 --> 01:15:06,529
quite a number of years and who ranks
1555
01:15:03,590 --> 01:15:08,869
commander in the Ministry of Defense who
1556
01:15:06,529 --> 01:15:10,759
told me at a conference because I open
1557
01:15:08,869 --> 01:15:13,340
the first both conferences of Carson
1558
01:15:10,760 --> 01:15:16,520
years ago Zoltan speaking our dog we can
1559
01:15:13,340 --> 01:15:17,840
win it and I said Nick do you honestly
1560
01:15:16,520 --> 01:15:20,120
believe that you can
1561
01:15:17,840 --> 01:15:21,980
oh yes I said I can find in a minute I
1562
01:15:20,119 --> 01:15:23,899
can contact one of these person I will
1563
01:15:21,979 --> 01:15:26,750
have the information from there anything
1564
01:15:23,899 --> 01:15:29,779
they've got I can access to I said you
1565
01:15:26,750 --> 01:15:31,880
really believe I said oh yes sir well I
1566
01:15:29,779 --> 01:15:35,000
don't I think you write everybody nuts
1567
01:15:31,880 --> 01:15:37,010
on the need-to-know basis if they want
1568
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01:15:35,000 --> 01:15:38,869
you to know that I'll tell him if it's
1569
01:15:37,010 --> 01:15:42,350
anything really important you aren't
1570
01:15:38,869 --> 01:15:44,390
going to be oh no no no so with me at
1571
01:15:42,350 --> 01:15:47,840
that conference like today I've got
1572
01:15:44,390 --> 01:15:51,170
information and even our jihad really
1573
01:15:47,840 --> 01:15:52,699
and said okay here's a case where the
1574
01:15:51,170 --> 01:15:55,789
ministry defense admitted their
1575
01:15:52,699 --> 01:15:59,029
involvement go and pull the data so
1576
01:15:55,789 --> 01:16:01,510
lunchtime nicob disappears imagine
1577
01:15:59,029 --> 01:16:03,009
helium shouting and cursing
1578
01:16:01,510 --> 01:16:05,890
when he come up to you had a face like a
1579
01:16:03,010 --> 01:16:07,180
pasta but and I said did you find it he
1580
01:16:05,890 --> 01:16:12,039
said oh well they come and find in the
1581
01:16:07,180 --> 01:16:14,409
moment in other words he can't get
1582
01:16:12,039 --> 01:16:18,039
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everything he thinks he can get he can
1583
01:16:14,409 --> 01:16:20,199
get those cases where obviously it could
1584
01:16:18,039 --> 01:16:23,350
be anything when it could be definitely
1585
01:16:20,199 --> 01:16:24,039
only something he can't get that's what
1586
01:16:23,350 --> 01:16:27,039
I found
1587
01:16:24,039 --> 01:16:28,689
okay I started an organization the World
1588
01:16:27,039 --> 01:16:32,439
Federation of Independent you phones it
1589
01:16:28,689 --> 01:16:34,299
off with a famous lady mammography fry
1590
01:16:32,439 --> 01:16:37,509
who lives up in North Wales not far from
1591
01:16:34,300 --> 01:16:39,279
me and we are the center italic Alvin
1592
01:16:37,510 --> 01:16:40,930
which isn't just reopened and we are
1593
01:16:39,279 --> 01:16:42,909
people from all over Wales coming up on
1594
01:16:40,930 --> 01:16:45,130
a monthly basis they tell us their
1595
01:16:42,909 --> 01:16:46,899
sightings and all the sightings have
1596
01:16:45,130 --> 01:16:49,630
happened in Wales came through us at
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1597
01:16:46,899 --> 01:16:53,439
that time so the database of all that is
1598
01:16:49,630 --> 01:16:56,710
resides with me the moment okay don't
1599
01:16:53,439 --> 01:17:00,069
just flash through please yeah these are
1600
01:16:56,710 --> 01:17:06,279
all people that divide experiences some
1601
01:17:00,069 --> 01:17:11,469
famously zombies that stop there now
1602
01:17:06,279 --> 01:17:13,750
this this person is saved in a holiday
1603
01:17:11,470 --> 01:17:15,369
town for the press that in and you can
1604
01:17:13,750 --> 01:17:18,430
see the color box he's in in the
1605
01:17:15,369 --> 01:17:20,890
foreground here and he's singing this
1606
01:17:18,430 --> 01:17:24,250
lovely picture which shows the
1607
01:17:20,890 --> 01:17:26,500
television masks aerials on the top of
1608
01:17:24,250 --> 01:17:29,020
the mountain the press study at the end
1609
01:17:26,500 --> 01:17:31,659
of this picture here the Mountie turns
1610
01:17:29,020 --> 01:17:35,530
and goes down the Chloe range now
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1611
01:17:31,659 --> 01:17:36,448
sometimes we about UFOs skirty this
1612
01:17:35,529 --> 01:17:38,969
valley coming
1613
01:17:36,448 --> 01:17:41,039
and then going there deployed range and
1614
01:17:38,969 --> 01:17:42,960
witnesses see I'm actually going them
1615
01:17:41,039 --> 01:17:47,010
and down the range now when he took that
1616
01:17:42,960 --> 01:17:51,390
picture right he did not see at that
1617
01:17:47,010 --> 01:17:53,940
moment what I'm going to show you he
1618
01:17:51,390 --> 01:17:56,219
couldn't see it but then something moved
1619
01:17:53,939 --> 01:17:59,879
and what was happening it was a UFO
1620
01:17:56,219 --> 01:18:03,119
traveling extremely close to these woods
1621
01:17:59,880 --> 01:18:04,679
and they really stupid well never which
1622
01:18:03,119 --> 01:18:08,210
means if you can't see them unless you
1623
01:18:04,679 --> 01:18:08,210
happen to be right on it at the time
1624
01:18:21,590 --> 01:18:27,600
this is a UFO traveling right against
1625
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01:18:24,960 --> 01:18:31,399
aside without monty keeping close to the
1626
01:18:27,600 --> 01:18:34,070
trees going down there in broad daylight
1627
01:18:31,399 --> 01:18:41,609
chi of the next picture please
1628
01:18:34,069 --> 01:18:45,659
that's the object there now I thought
1629
01:18:41,609 --> 01:18:47,789
this photograph analyzed by experts and
1630
01:18:45,659 --> 01:18:49,738
this is not a touched or alter
1631
01:18:47,789 --> 01:18:53,010
photograph in any way shape or form
1632
01:18:49,738 --> 01:18:56,369
the object is real it's about 30 or foot
1633
01:18:53,010 --> 01:19:00,270
in diameter and it is traveling across
1634
01:18:56,369 --> 01:19:02,519
this direction close to those trees this
1635
01:19:00,270 --> 01:19:04,290
is the best I can do from pictures and
1636
01:19:02,520 --> 01:19:06,510
slides I mean what you need to see is
1637
01:19:04,289 --> 01:19:08,250
they might original photograph and put
1638
01:19:06,510 --> 01:19:10,650
it under a microscope that's the best
1639
01:19:08,250 --> 01:19:12,960
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but this is the best I can get it on
1640
01:19:10,649 --> 01:19:15,839
this other system and again please
1641
01:19:12,960 --> 01:19:18,149
and this is the closest that you get to
1642
01:19:15,840 --> 01:19:20,390
it but it does actually are abdominals
1643
01:19:18,149 --> 01:19:22,920
actually our features that looks
1644
01:19:20,390 --> 01:19:24,679
actually when you look at the negative
1645
01:19:22,920 --> 01:19:28,190
as if that is so
1646
01:19:24,679 --> 01:19:30,500
each stood at the top it looks like a
1647
01:19:28,189 --> 01:19:32,839
figure of the top of it although they
1648
01:19:30,500 --> 01:19:38,090
enacted it at the top it has definitely
1649
01:19:32,840 --> 01:19:40,100
got bubbles around this edge and I've
1650
01:19:38,090 --> 01:19:42,739
seen many many photographs where there's
1651
01:19:40,100 --> 01:19:44,120
these sort of properly bits around the
1652
01:19:42,738 --> 01:19:47,229
edge you probably see them and booked
1653
01:19:44,119 --> 01:19:49,309
yourself okay thank you and again
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1654
01:19:47,229 --> 01:19:52,459
because I just flushed through these
1655
01:19:49,310 --> 01:19:54,409
they constantly constantly are the right
1656
01:19:52,460 --> 01:19:56,510
times of the year that there are
1657
01:19:54,408 --> 01:19:59,988
scientists and they don't these again
1658
01:19:56,510 --> 01:20:02,449
just keep going to give you some idea
1659
01:19:59,988 --> 01:20:07,609
and many it just they're just keep on
1660
01:20:02,448 --> 01:20:09,649
happening over and over again if you
1661
01:20:07,609 --> 01:20:11,539
analyze the directions of all these
1662
01:20:09,649 --> 01:20:16,488
things the other Lohia system of
1663
01:20:11,539 --> 01:20:20,840
investigating it and then there's this
1664
01:20:16,488 --> 01:20:24,709
I believe UFO group in design and I pick
1665
01:20:20,840 --> 01:20:29,300
up my Sunday Express and IV strange
1666
01:20:24,710 --> 01:20:31,929
debris out of the sky by the first
1667
01:20:29,300 --> 01:20:36,800
officer meteorite or something like that
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1668
01:20:31,929 --> 01:20:39,649
but no farmer gets up in the morning to
1669
01:20:36,800 --> 01:20:42,980
see me she walks to his first gate leans
1670
01:20:39,649 --> 01:20:44,779
over the gate oh my god as far as he can
1671
01:20:42,979 --> 01:20:47,359
see four of these fields are covered
1672
01:20:44,779 --> 01:20:50,948
with what look like tinfoil and pieces
1673
01:20:47,359 --> 01:20:53,509
of metal that look like shattered glass
1674
01:20:50,948 --> 01:20:55,009
so it walks all the way around and he's
1675
01:20:53,510 --> 01:20:57,079
no cop if as an accidents of nature
1676
01:20:55,010 --> 01:20:59,239
think year so it looks Li cases of
1677
01:20:57,079 --> 01:21:00,948
pilots and but that he can't find
1678
01:20:59,238 --> 01:21:04,339
anything very fine it's pieces of this
1679
01:21:00,948 --> 01:21:06,439
Sun which are nearly six pot and he goes
1680
01:21:04,340 --> 01:21:07,940
to the police the police arrived Walter
1681
01:21:06,439 --> 01:21:11,109
oh my god about a plane crash
1682
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01:21:07,939 --> 01:21:12,738
he said yeah where is it don't find it
1683
01:21:11,109 --> 01:21:14,779
next minute
1684
01:21:12,738 --> 01:21:17,509
they've contacted their Royal Air Force
1685
01:21:14,779 --> 01:21:19,729
craft retrieval people and experts are
1686
01:21:17,510 --> 01:21:20,600
walking amongst it going well that
1687
01:21:19,729 --> 01:21:22,250
doesn't
1688
01:21:20,600 --> 01:21:24,140
it's anything off an aeroplane I've
1689
01:21:22,250 --> 01:21:27,699
never seen anything like it this is a
1690
01:21:24,140 --> 01:21:31,600
recording of what they said to me then
1691
01:21:27,699 --> 01:21:34,789
late afternoon ministry defence arrived
1692
01:21:31,600 --> 01:21:37,760
caravans equipment so people knew before
1693
01:21:34,789 --> 01:21:39,409
some people in plain clothes but he got
1694
01:21:37,760 --> 01:21:44,989
gas lighting all the way around you know
1695
01:21:39,409 --> 01:21:48,979
these portable lights of his description
1696
01:21:44,989 --> 01:21:54,979
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was it's a scene from James Bond that's
1697
01:21:48,979 --> 01:21:56,869
what he tells me all over it so
1698
01:21:54,979 --> 01:21:58,369
eventually he goes to bed after showing
1699
01:21:56,869 --> 01:21:59,809
him all where that orders and everything
1700
01:21:58,369 --> 01:22:03,140
and gets up in the morning they woke up
1701
01:21:59,810 --> 01:22:04,550
and so is every single scrap of this
1702
01:22:03,140 --> 01:22:06,680
stuff that was all these fields
1703
01:22:04,550 --> 01:22:09,789
well they say every single struck the
1704
01:22:06,680 --> 01:22:12,530
main and I might be dead he may
1705
01:22:09,789 --> 01:22:16,970
accidentally fell the few little pieces
1706
01:22:12,529 --> 01:22:22,849
somewhere himself okay so we stopped and
1707
01:22:16,970 --> 01:22:25,340
I read this and if you'd swap form from
1708
01:22:22,850 --> 01:22:29,180
rancher you won't read the prospect
1709
01:22:25,340 --> 01:22:31,369
right finally gets up this deadly always
1710
01:22:29,180 --> 01:22:34,880
vivid looks like something every word
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1711
01:22:31,369 --> 01:22:38,689
comes straight out of Roseburg so I get
1712
01:22:34,880 --> 01:22:41,920
on the phone yes please can I come down
1713
01:22:38,689 --> 01:22:45,109
and interview you and I look at this
1714
01:22:41,920 --> 01:22:47,810
find me there clearly the work so I
1715
01:22:45,109 --> 01:22:49,969
don't have a small team we serve action
1716
01:22:47,810 --> 01:22:52,160
everybody gets am being fed up because I
1717
01:22:49,970 --> 01:22:54,350
can't find anything and then I look at
1718
01:22:52,159 --> 01:22:56,989
the one field is bounded by a wooden
1719
01:22:54,350 --> 01:22:59,300
cops and you could clearly see the tops
1720
01:22:56,989 --> 01:23:01,519
of all the trees right through this cops
1721
01:22:59,300 --> 01:23:04,310
have been sheared off by a giant lawn
1722
01:23:01,520 --> 01:23:07,190
mower that flew across the top of it and
1723
01:23:04,310 --> 01:23:09,050
where he ended his field it actually no
1724
01:23:07,189 --> 01:23:11,719
branches and twigs and leaves of stuff
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1725
01:23:09,050 --> 01:23:14,000
right across the field in a row there's
1726
01:23:11,720 --> 01:23:16,820
no depth at all whatever this was it hit
1727
01:23:14,000 --> 01:23:20,380
this forest and shattered some pieces of
1728
01:23:16,819 --> 01:23:22,880
it but whatever it was they flew away
1729
01:23:20,380 --> 01:23:27,429
losing four fields with
1730
01:23:22,880 --> 01:23:30,079
and still flying away no engines no
1731
01:23:27,429 --> 01:23:32,119
electronic wire nothing you would
1732
01:23:30,079 --> 01:23:35,149
recognize other than shattered glass
1733
01:23:32,119 --> 01:23:38,559
metal pieces of blessing that becomes
1734
01:23:35,149 --> 01:23:41,869
identify them about fish scales and this
1735
01:23:38,560 --> 01:23:44,860
tinfoil stuff that's so strong you can
1736
01:23:41,869 --> 01:23:49,119
stamp on it it won't Bend Newcomb's it's
1737
01:23:44,859 --> 01:23:51,889
incredibly light it's super strong and
1738
01:23:49,119 --> 01:23:53,510
so said to my guys no way
1739
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01:23:51,889 --> 01:23:55,819
then people I don't care who they are
1740
01:23:53,510 --> 01:23:57,889
consider forests in the middle of the
1741
01:23:55,819 --> 01:23:59,599
night that's where we going to look we
1742
01:23:57,889 --> 01:24:00,829
don't have to look very far I didn't
1743
01:23:59,600 --> 01:24:02,929
because we could see the number line
1744
01:24:00,829 --> 01:24:05,238
right across the tree so we look there
1745
01:24:02,929 --> 01:24:09,380
and we started to find pieces of the
1746
01:24:05,238 --> 01:24:11,869
debris in which we recovered I had some
1747
01:24:09,380 --> 01:24:13,670
equipment everything I have but I can
1748
01:24:11,869 --> 01:24:18,829
tell you it wasn't radioactive so the
1749
01:24:13,670 --> 01:24:21,619
guy he kept but we did and we did now so
1750
01:24:18,829 --> 01:24:23,960
I said I'll come back next week more of
1751
01:24:21,619 --> 01:24:26,198
my colleagues more equipment specialist
1752
01:24:23,960 --> 01:24:29,210
equipment and the cleaners work properly
1753
01:24:26,198 --> 01:24:31,488
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rightousness day before Abdul to go up
1754
01:24:29,210 --> 01:24:33,500
there phone call there Bellator hello
1755
01:24:31,488 --> 01:24:34,809
yeah you can still come if you want to
1756
01:24:33,500 --> 01:24:37,609
be wasting any time
1757
01:24:34,810 --> 01:24:39,800
hello my wasting my time he said because
1758
01:24:37,609 --> 01:24:44,689
looking through my window I can see a
1759
01:24:39,800 --> 01:24:46,489
JCB taking the trees away so what he
1760
01:24:44,689 --> 01:24:48,379
said taking the teachers ring of
1761
01:24:46,488 --> 01:24:51,198
Forestry Commission who's also in on the
1762
01:24:48,380 --> 01:24:54,829
end they're all in awe at this and said
1763
01:24:51,198 --> 01:24:56,948
what are you doing I never take your
1764
01:24:54,829 --> 01:24:59,300
trees which said wind damage
1765
01:24:56,948 --> 01:25:00,829
suppose you usually take the trees away
1766
01:24:59,300 --> 01:25:02,929
if you get any wind damages so that's
1767
01:25:00,829 --> 01:25:04,158
what I've been told it's wind damage so
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1768
01:25:02,929 --> 01:25:04,690
I didn't either one was laughing on the
1769
01:25:04,158 --> 01:25:07,719
other end
1770
01:25:04,689 --> 01:25:09,039
that was it that was the conversation so
1771
01:25:07,719 --> 01:25:11,140
it's a waste of time going any further
1772
01:25:09,039 --> 01:25:12,939
we did go anyway
1773
01:25:11,140 --> 01:25:15,880
you said you'd come I sort of went I
1774
01:25:12,939 --> 01:25:17,019
went there and when they got there as I
1775
01:25:15,880 --> 01:25:20,859
drove up to the farm
1776
01:25:17,020 --> 01:25:22,330
I see another Jesse on the lobby and I
1777
01:25:20,859 --> 01:25:24,880
can see the farm because trees are
1778
01:25:22,329 --> 01:25:27,550
missing and I covered up to now say
1779
01:25:24,880 --> 01:25:30,789
what's what's going on then he said they
1780
01:25:27,550 --> 01:25:32,079
take you for soil on them no they don't
1781
01:25:30,789 --> 01:25:34,180
want it they don't want to clean the air
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1782
01:25:32,079 --> 01:25:36,960
there's nothing going on we'll take the
1783
01:25:34,180 --> 01:25:40,570
trees and then we'll take the soil of it
1784
01:25:36,960 --> 01:25:44,198
but to meant to make this time because
1785
01:25:40,569 --> 01:25:48,039
we've got pieces of it and then it
1786
01:25:44,198 --> 01:25:50,710
stopped it after that all my meadow was
1787
01:25:48,039 --> 01:25:52,750
intercepted consistently they came in
1788
01:25:50,710 --> 01:25:55,000
everything looked at me through immense
1789
01:25:52,750 --> 01:25:57,250
at all depth open it was accidentally
1790
01:25:55,000 --> 01:25:59,170
read mr. Oakland you know and then they
1791
01:25:57,250 --> 01:26:00,520
received ribbon in sealing the back up
1792
01:25:59,170 --> 01:26:03,010
and saying he was done so he simply
1793
01:26:00,520 --> 01:26:05,199
forgot for him but what they were doing
1794
01:26:03,010 --> 01:26:07,060
basically he freed to know my name I'd
1795
01:26:05,198 --> 01:26:10,169
come home from work one lunchtime I
1796
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01:26:07,060 --> 01:26:13,239
never do that I was too close
1797
01:26:10,170 --> 01:26:13,239
[Music]
1798
01:26:14,279 --> 01:26:19,210
said other guys is a wall pass what's up
1799
01:26:17,829 --> 01:26:21,130
and there there are this blokes
1800
01:26:19,210 --> 01:26:24,909
complaining about his telephone said you
1801
01:26:21,130 --> 01:26:25,239
lie and the book I said what are you
1802
01:26:24,909 --> 01:26:27,340
doing
1803
01:26:25,238 --> 01:26:29,109
where you from didn't want to tell me
1804
01:26:27,340 --> 01:26:31,300
what you voted but I got the number of
1805
01:26:29,109 --> 01:26:32,799
and straight away start with so we start
1806
01:26:31,300 --> 01:26:34,900
with that I'll start with the police
1807
01:26:32,800 --> 01:26:36,909
secondly you tell me anybody turns out
1808
01:26:34,899 --> 01:26:39,069
they've been sent especially for the
1809
01:26:36,909 --> 01:26:39,760
telephone I contacted the working chance
1810
01:26:39,069 --> 01:26:42,579
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of the telephone
1811
01:26:39,760 --> 01:26:45,489
I didn't easily talk about the tried to
1812
01:26:42,579 --> 01:26:46,840
buy me off in there mr. go they're very
1813
01:26:45,488 --> 01:26:48,939
sad words you're obviously a mistake
1814
01:26:46,840 --> 01:26:50,969
we've obviously got the wrong one we fit
1815
01:26:48,939 --> 01:26:54,119
in this box on your with this awful
1816
01:26:50,969 --> 01:26:55,560
by yourself and all this duct so I said
1817
01:26:54,119 --> 01:26:59,698
I'll tell you what what you could do it
1818
01:26:55,560 --> 01:27:01,380
two thumbs up stairs and one poor no no
1819
01:26:59,698 --> 01:27:03,629
sir Bradley come on to be right to mate
1820
01:27:01,380 --> 01:27:05,909
back to me I've got two phones in watts
1821
01:27:03,630 --> 01:27:08,640
is it one of the old this is best I'm
1822
01:27:05,909 --> 01:27:13,619
gonna get out of it and then to top it
1823
01:27:08,640 --> 01:27:15,180
all right it stopped for a while
1824
01:27:13,619 --> 01:27:18,238
they've got wet in the rains of the
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1825
01:27:15,180 --> 01:27:21,030
answer you know reactive originals but
1826
01:27:18,238 --> 01:27:22,759
always metal from a particular UFO
1827
01:27:21,029 --> 01:27:26,159
Center
1828
01:27:22,760 --> 01:27:27,570
so on this spot all this and then I
1829
01:27:26,159 --> 01:27:28,800
couldn't understand never taught me to
1830
01:27:27,569 --> 01:27:31,948
collect over to the every world they
1831
01:27:28,800 --> 01:27:33,510
rolled itself up on the tape so I've got
1832
01:27:31,948 --> 01:27:37,049
my colleagues at the other evidence said
1833
01:27:33,510 --> 01:27:40,409
what you doing to these letters the
1834
01:27:37,050 --> 01:27:43,590
nothing at all the overstated the phony
1835
01:27:40,409 --> 01:27:45,738
Cogsworth and prospect knee amylose so I
1836
01:27:43,590 --> 01:27:48,840
was very fortunate to have a friend who
1837
01:27:45,738 --> 01:27:50,839
was in high positions at one time and
1838
01:27:48,840 --> 01:27:54,779
the summer session we did it was fine
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1839
01:27:50,840 --> 01:27:56,250
and he's the media tonight actually I'm
1840
01:27:54,779 --> 01:27:59,460
very sad that he didn't make it he's
1841
01:27:56,250 --> 01:28:00,840
going to try to come but he said well
1842
01:27:59,460 --> 01:28:02,279
it's obvious they're beating the
1843
01:28:00,840 --> 01:28:03,960
electors as well they got that cover
1844
01:28:02,279 --> 01:28:05,399
still sealed and the signals my
1845
01:28:03,960 --> 01:28:07,350
colleagues got up there which is the
1846
01:28:05,399 --> 01:28:07,979
bank method you sign the name of what
1847
01:28:07,350 --> 01:28:10,380
sellotape
1848
01:28:07,979 --> 01:28:13,099
and frankly you can't get it off can't
1849
01:28:10,380 --> 01:28:13,100
even open G
1850
01:28:21,719 --> 01:28:25,979
let me just tell you something if you
1851
01:28:23,399 --> 01:28:27,839
intend to get lost the tenth time right
1852
01:28:25,979 --> 01:28:30,360
there's one place in the world where
1853
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01:28:27,840 --> 01:28:32,400
you're going to be found right because
1854
01:28:30,359 --> 01:28:35,549
it is the end quarters of the surgeon
1855
01:28:32,399 --> 01:28:37,469
residue of the Coast Guard of all the
1856
01:28:35,550 --> 01:28:39,900
head family right
1857
01:28:37,469 --> 01:28:42,689
almost everything is there at all yet
1858
01:28:39,899 --> 01:28:44,158
and around that angles the area so if
1859
01:28:42,689 --> 01:28:45,959
you've got to get lost you couldn't do
1860
01:28:44,158 --> 01:28:48,388
it in a better place because as soon as
1861
01:28:45,958 --> 01:28:51,569
you report it there are people in boats
1862
01:28:48,389 --> 01:28:53,659
people in cars and so on people in the
1863
01:28:51,569 --> 01:29:02,788
aircraft looking for you straight away
1864
01:28:53,658 --> 01:29:05,339
which is the case here right this is
1865
01:29:02,788 --> 01:29:07,380
actually Perez mounting on the top if
1866
01:29:05,340 --> 01:29:09,029
you coming on then that will as you can
1867
01:29:07,380 --> 01:29:10,920
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see in the middle photograph you would
1868
01:29:09,029 --> 01:29:12,779
go down the hill and you'd be on the far
1869
01:29:10,920 --> 01:29:14,998
east corner post office we've just
1870
01:29:12,779 --> 01:29:17,938
talked about okay
1871
01:29:14,998 --> 01:29:19,559
it's got the most standing landscape
1872
01:29:17,939 --> 01:29:22,199
they will ever see in your life here
1873
01:29:19,559 --> 01:29:24,630
because it's a massive copper mining
1874
01:29:22,198 --> 01:29:28,078
area it's not active at the moment at
1875
01:29:24,630 --> 01:29:30,050
all and one day when I was talking to us
1876
01:29:28,078 --> 01:29:32,849
from old friends about this and I said
1877
01:29:30,050 --> 01:29:35,510
you know why am I getting all this
1878
01:29:32,849 --> 01:29:40,219
activity there because by the way all
1879
01:29:35,510 --> 01:29:42,989
into UFOs like you would not believe
1880
01:29:40,219 --> 01:29:45,868
they can't tell you that because every
1881
01:29:42,988 --> 01:29:48,118
time they mention UFO or alien the
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1882
01:29:45,868 --> 01:29:50,308
funding slips and then they went
1883
01:29:48,118 --> 01:29:51,958
bankrupt three times the last time
1884
01:29:50,309 --> 01:29:54,840
because there was surging perhaps a
1885
01:29:51,958 --> 01:29:56,969
dreadful set the third director clusters
1886
01:29:54,840 --> 01:29:59,458
and they've got to go public with
1887
01:29:56,969 --> 01:30:01,649
because obviously you know the funding
1888
01:29:59,458 --> 01:30:03,389
just dries up people don't mind paying
1889
01:30:01,649 --> 01:30:05,368
for space research or medical research
1890
01:30:03,389 --> 01:30:07,409
and Teflon teeth panels and everything
1891
01:30:05,368 --> 01:30:08,488
that comes out of it but when they
1892
01:30:07,408 --> 01:30:10,228
mentioned anything to do with the
1893
01:30:08,488 --> 01:30:15,118
possibility of aliens they fade away
1894
01:30:10,229 --> 01:30:16,530
rapidly from it but I must remind you if
1895
01:30:15,118 --> 01:30:18,719
you want a crew four people always say
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1896
01:30:16,529 --> 01:30:20,188
to me you talk a lot of God you don't in
1897
01:30:18,719 --> 01:30:22,109
any evidence well I'm gonna give you so
1898
01:30:20,189 --> 01:30:25,320
now Jay blumrich
1899
01:30:22,109 --> 01:30:29,658
who was in charge of NASA chief engineer
1900
01:30:25,319 --> 01:30:33,500
of NASA right wrote a book in his life
1901
01:30:29,658 --> 01:30:35,359
and this book what do you think it's
1902
01:30:33,500 --> 01:30:38,270
about to think it's about the amazing
1903
01:30:35,359 --> 01:30:40,069
work research that they've conducted at
1904
01:30:38,270 --> 01:30:42,230
NASA and all the wonderful things you
1905
01:30:40,069 --> 01:30:45,009
achieve while he was in charge with no
1906
01:30:42,229 --> 01:30:48,589
it's called spaceships obviously killed
1907
01:30:45,010 --> 01:30:51,590
right and it's about UFOs this we should
1908
01:30:48,590 --> 01:30:54,949
talk not NASA UFOs he wrote about in the
1909
01:30:51,590 --> 01:30:58,789
book he discovered in the Bible this
1910
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01:30:54,948 --> 01:31:00,979
craft came down to old Ezekiel and it's
1911
01:30:58,789 --> 01:31:03,260
a well described I've never thought
1912
01:31:00,979 --> 01:31:04,968
about in terms of engineering but it's
1913
01:31:03,260 --> 01:31:07,159
so well described with wheels within
1914
01:31:04,969 --> 01:31:09,319
wheels in it turn without to the
1915
01:31:07,158 --> 01:31:11,750
knowledge this guy is one of the
1916
01:31:09,319 --> 01:31:13,158
greatest engineer in the world they took
1917
01:31:11,750 --> 01:31:14,960
one look at this and said they
1918
01:31:13,158 --> 01:31:18,469
discovering the new invention yeah
1919
01:31:14,960 --> 01:31:21,439
they're talking about a new invention so
1920
01:31:18,469 --> 01:31:23,029
he went out and he drew pictures of what
1921
01:31:21,439 --> 01:31:27,169
he thought he was listening to in that
1922
01:31:23,029 --> 01:31:31,698
book and he patented it and it is the
1923
01:31:27,170 --> 01:31:36,109
only system of moving things to and fro
1924
01:31:31,698 --> 01:31:40,099
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on the same wheels but he painted it
1925
01:31:36,109 --> 01:31:42,979
this and then there's another woman who
1926
01:31:40,100 --> 01:31:44,840
designed the Apollo four spacecraft and
1927
01:31:42,979 --> 01:31:47,539
has got the most inventions in the world
1928
01:31:44,840 --> 01:31:52,789
to his name and he wrote a book about
1929
01:31:47,539 --> 01:31:56,960
UFOs this is NASA they won't talk about
1930
01:31:52,789 --> 01:31:59,510
it because officially UFOs still exist
1931
01:31:56,960 --> 01:32:02,300
and if you report them to the official
1932
01:31:59,510 --> 01:32:05,750
NASA they will look into it if you've
1933
01:32:02,300 --> 01:32:09,880
got any evidence that's it but they
1934
01:32:05,750 --> 01:32:09,880
won't accept anything from it
1935
01:32:18,158 --> 01:32:24,828
if you shake your granny logo off very
1936
01:32:23,029 --> 01:32:27,978
sensitive this is something you're
1937
01:32:24,828 --> 01:32:35,719
putting it in one one place sorry the
1938
01:32:27,979 --> 01:32:37,760
other leg place the tape and then what
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1939
01:32:35,719 --> 01:33:03,800
happens is if there's a magnetic field
1940
01:32:37,760 --> 01:33:05,979
this is a $40 you think it's all the
1941
01:33:03,800 --> 01:33:10,969
electricity that's in this bill
1942
01:33:05,979 --> 01:33:13,190
detective when you get this outside they
1943
01:33:10,969 --> 01:33:18,489
don't feel the way from anything this is
1944
01:33:13,189 --> 01:33:21,618
totally silent right and approaches it
1945
01:33:18,488 --> 01:33:28,308
to alarms and if I put the magnetic one
1946
01:33:21,618 --> 01:33:31,389
or the electrostatic one open but this
1947
01:33:28,309 --> 01:33:31,389
is an invention of mine
1948
01:33:51,069 --> 01:33:55,878
[Music]
1949
01:34:30,720 --> 01:34:34,869
you may think well that's not very
1950
01:34:33,010 --> 01:34:38,199
sensitive cuz I go they might make white
1951
01:34:34,869 --> 01:34:39,640
this is just a little weak magnet but
1952
01:34:38,199 --> 01:34:41,229
like I said to you when you've got
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1953
01:34:39,640 --> 01:34:43,300
something over the top of your the 30
1954
01:34:41,229 --> 01:34:45,399
foot in diameter and emitting the field
1955
01:34:43,300 --> 01:34:47,739
so strong that the batteries packing on
1956
01:34:45,399 --> 01:34:50,379
your right that is going to light
1957
01:34:47,739 --> 01:34:53,349
up and once he does it stays lit like
1958
01:34:50,380 --> 01:34:55,630
that until I reset it indicating to me
1959
01:34:53,350 --> 01:34:56,950
that I just been in the presence of the
1960
01:34:55,630 --> 01:34:59,560
heavy magnetic field
1961
01:34:56,949 --> 01:35:01,569
I built the electronics into it many
1962
01:34:59,560 --> 01:35:03,940
years ago that is about 30 years this
1963
01:35:01,569 --> 01:35:05,469
one and something like hey I've got
1964
01:35:03,939 --> 01:35:07,569
another equipment brought it with me
1965
01:35:05,470 --> 01:35:09,400
today drops another time if you'll
1966
01:35:07,569 --> 01:35:11,409
invite me again help him some stuff then
1967
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01:35:09,399 --> 01:35:12,789
to show you but not equipment than what
1968
01:35:11,409 --> 01:35:15,779
you wouldn't believe that would go all
1969
01:35:12,789 --> 01:35:19,000
sorts of things but this is my little
1970
01:35:15,779 --> 01:35:22,199
little torch the electron see there's no
1971
01:35:19,000 --> 01:35:22,199
room for electrons involved
1972
01:35:30,149 --> 01:36:05,469
it's pretty simple it works what
1973
01:35:36,130 --> 01:36:07,539
okay so again which is true but when
1974
01:36:05,470 --> 01:36:09,340
they when you get really good cases
1975
01:36:07,539 --> 01:36:11,350
right and they're making these programs
1976
01:36:09,340 --> 01:36:14,440
for some reason rather they're invisible
1977
01:36:11,350 --> 01:36:20,980
it's amazing Oh invisible the Manchester
1978
01:36:14,439 --> 01:36:24,819
Evening News Center
1979
01:36:20,979 --> 01:36:27,479
right find three UFOs in the air over
1980
01:36:24,819 --> 01:36:30,309
the admin Center and can't make any
1981
01:36:27,479 --> 01:36:34,199
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communication on any of the ambulances
1982
01:36:30,310 --> 01:36:37,420
or the ambulance Center with any of the
1983
01:36:34,199 --> 01:36:44,679
when you're stopping an ambulance center
1984
01:36:37,420 --> 01:36:46,989
from work it's important yeah there's
1985
01:36:44,680 --> 01:36:48,940
one why isn't that on any programs they
1986
01:36:46,989 --> 01:36:53,229
did make the Manchester Evening News
1987
01:36:48,939 --> 01:36:55,029
headline front page not a word have I
1988
01:36:53,229 --> 01:36:56,229
ever seen have you ever seen this on one
1989
01:36:55,029 --> 01:36:57,550
of your programs on there
1990
01:36:56,229 --> 01:37:01,629
well these idiots are walking and
1991
01:36:57,550 --> 01:37:03,699
telling you about it then is it still
1992
01:37:01,630 --> 01:37:07,390
going on in North Wales roll this is one
1993
01:37:03,699 --> 01:37:10,599
here daily posts 2018 this was last year
1994
01:37:07,390 --> 01:37:12,910
now every single day in my life because
1995
01:37:10,600 --> 01:37:14,560
I'm into the paranormal as well I am
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1996
01:37:12,909 --> 01:37:18,250
amazing coincidences guess what
1997
01:37:14,560 --> 01:37:21,720
yesterday's was a UFO deport from North
1998
01:37:18,250 --> 01:37:28,630
Wales for me to bring down for ya just
1999
01:37:21,720 --> 01:37:30,990
to show you they don't stop it does
2000
01:37:28,630 --> 01:37:30,989
exist
2001
01:37:35,930 --> 01:37:47,159
right now how do they work how do you
2002
01:37:42,350 --> 01:37:53,070
look at that for a second ladies one
2003
01:37:47,159 --> 01:37:59,489
look 24th of June 2019 yesterday
2004
01:37:53,069 --> 01:38:00,869
yesterday no fails well you gotta get in
2005
01:37:59,489 --> 01:38:02,969
here and that's coming go to Devine this
2006
01:38:00,869 --> 01:38:07,649
morning perhaps I don't have time to
2007
01:38:02,970 --> 01:38:28,409
look at it ok can we make antigravity
2008
01:38:07,649 --> 01:38:33,420
materials of course this is a scale
2009
01:38:28,409 --> 01:38:35,340
model there any difference between this
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2010
01:38:33,420 --> 01:38:37,680
and the UFOs I've seen in broad daylight
2011
01:38:35,340 --> 01:38:39,659
at close range is there were no black
2012
01:38:37,680 --> 01:38:41,970
tunnels around it and instead of this
2013
01:38:39,659 --> 01:38:45,420
being a sharp thing this this was just
2014
01:38:41,970 --> 01:38:48,000
gradual like it like a music symbol not
2015
01:38:45,420 --> 01:38:50,029
yet as pronounced as it this is perfect
2016
01:38:48,000 --> 01:38:51,659
there's exactly what it was like
2017
01:38:50,029 --> 01:38:55,380
something that you might find
2018
01:38:51,659 --> 01:38:57,710
interesting to know can enter into the
2019
01:38:55,380 --> 01:39:01,619
Earth's atmosphere with a pointed object
2020
01:38:57,710 --> 01:39:03,869
at one time in the in the 1950s all you
2021
01:39:01,619 --> 01:39:05,729
know rockets never not to be pointed and
2022
01:39:03,869 --> 01:39:07,409
spaceships that were coming here in the
2023
01:39:05,729 --> 01:39:09,209
comics we're all pointing you can't do
2024
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01:39:07,409 --> 01:39:11,069
it if you try to get a pointed object
2025
01:39:09,210 --> 01:39:14,279
through the Earth's atmosphere it melts
2026
01:39:11,069 --> 01:39:16,349
off ok that's because you've got to push
2027
01:39:14,279 --> 01:39:19,349
the air that's burning at thousands of
2028
01:39:16,350 --> 01:39:21,690
degrees in front of you right so that it
2029
01:39:19,350 --> 01:39:23,190
doesn't burn the aircraft in off which
2030
01:39:21,689 --> 01:39:25,679
means that the objects have to be
2031
01:39:23,189 --> 01:39:27,989
slightly rounded and believe it or not
2032
01:39:25,680 --> 01:39:30,480
that is a very very accurate radius that
2033
01:39:27,989 --> 01:39:33,659
it has to be if it's too steep it
2034
01:39:30,479 --> 01:39:35,519
doesn't work if it's too flat then then
2035
01:39:33,659 --> 01:39:37,319
it hits the air and bounces off it
2036
01:39:35,520 --> 01:39:40,770
rather than going penetrating and
2037
01:39:37,319 --> 01:39:43,590
funnily enough every UFO has this
2038
01:39:40,770 --> 01:39:45,870
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particular radius at the bottom the
2039
01:39:43,590 --> 01:39:48,960
Space Shuttle has this particular
2040
01:39:45,869 --> 01:39:50,670
boss not them it doesn't come down point
2041
01:39:48,960 --> 01:39:53,100
for us if you think it was appointed
2042
01:39:50,670 --> 01:39:55,739
does level does that it comes down with
2043
01:39:53,100 --> 01:39:57,840
a flat bottom using the random without
2044
01:39:55,739 --> 01:40:00,029
the bottom to push the area in front of
2045
01:39:57,840 --> 01:40:01,710
it that's how it comes down okay it's
2046
01:40:00,029 --> 01:40:04,529
called the flying brick because
2047
01:40:01,710 --> 01:40:06,359
astronauts tell me if you can't fly at
2048
01:40:04,529 --> 01:40:08,880
all if you have to take off again
2049
01:40:06,359 --> 01:40:11,309
they're all dead right they ain't at the
2050
01:40:08,880 --> 01:40:12,630
ground pointed at the right ankle sit
2051
01:40:11,310 --> 01:40:15,750
there and hope to god he hits the ground
2052
01:40:12,630 --> 01:40:17,909
before they all burn together around it
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2053
01:40:15,750 --> 01:40:20,189
that's right it pushes the air in front
2054
01:40:17,909 --> 01:40:21,779
of it so I you ladies have you spit on
2055
01:40:20,189 --> 01:40:25,649
the line it was straight off of the I
2056
01:40:21,779 --> 01:40:27,359
never touches the onion because it this
2057
01:40:25,649 --> 01:40:28,829
is how UFOs work I'm going to tell you
2058
01:40:27,359 --> 01:40:31,889
the secret where they work no because I
2059
01:40:28,829 --> 01:40:34,260
know this for a fact they have all over
2060
01:40:31,890 --> 01:40:35,670
them scales I haven't got it on this
2061
01:40:34,260 --> 01:40:38,610
model but you can imagine this is
2062
01:40:35,670 --> 01:40:41,880
covered in scales okay they're computer
2063
01:40:38,609 --> 01:40:44,849
control scales and what we've got is a
2064
01:40:41,880 --> 01:40:47,430
method of repelling the ears sorry the
2065
01:40:44,850 --> 01:40:50,550
air molecules from the surface of it
2066
01:40:47,430 --> 01:40:53,430
electrically put high voltage into it
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2067
01:40:50,550 --> 01:40:58,289
and it repels right the air molecules
2068
01:40:53,430 --> 01:41:00,930
from the surface so it's actually thank
2069
01:40:58,289 --> 01:41:04,590
you it doesn't touch any air at all
2070
01:41:00,930 --> 01:41:08,010
it flies inside a envelope which is a
2071
01:41:04,590 --> 01:41:09,690
vacuum a vacuum if you pull it away from
2072
01:41:08,010 --> 01:41:12,630
something it leaves a vacuum underneath
2073
01:41:09,689 --> 01:41:14,609
it unless you replace the air okay now
2074
01:41:12,630 --> 01:41:16,319
then you will all know flat from when
2075
01:41:14,609 --> 01:41:18,659
you in the school that there is such a
2076
01:41:16,319 --> 01:41:20,219
thing as air pressure Yeah right it's
2077
01:41:18,659 --> 01:41:22,170
pressing down on it what is the air
2078
01:41:20,220 --> 01:41:24,960
pressure is it 50 pounds a square inch
2079
01:41:22,170 --> 01:41:27,390
or some other gone it's quite dirty
2080
01:41:24,960 --> 01:41:29,550
anyway right we call the 50 pounds per
2081
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01:41:27,390 --> 01:41:31,320
square inch it's pressing down on my own
2082
01:41:29,550 --> 01:41:32,310
now every square inch that's got 50
2083
01:41:31,319 --> 01:41:34,920
pounds weighing it down
2084
01:41:32,310 --> 01:41:37,520
why didn't he go down 50 pounds on every
2085
01:41:34,920 --> 01:41:40,980
square inch at the bottom pushing it up
2086
01:41:37,520 --> 01:41:43,380
right take the 50 pounds away from the
2087
01:41:40,979 --> 01:41:44,419
bottom am i under B flat on the ground
2088
01:41:43,380 --> 01:41:48,869
immediately
2089
01:41:44,420 --> 01:41:50,850
okay no you got it the UFOs you can't
2090
01:41:48,869 --> 01:41:52,500
hear the UFO funny how many people said
2091
01:41:50,850 --> 01:41:54,000
I didn't make a noise
2092
01:41:52,500 --> 01:41:56,130
you know except those that were very
2093
01:41:54,000 --> 01:41:59,100
close to it when I got right up close to
2094
01:41:56,130 --> 01:42:02,730
it it's a faint humming no massage right
2095
01:41:59,100 --> 01:42:07,700
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why because you can't get satin through
2096
01:42:02,729 --> 01:42:10,049
a vacuum okay no no we're no satyr
2097
01:42:07,699 --> 01:42:11,880
so you've got a vacuum all the way
2098
01:42:10,050 --> 01:42:13,560
around the outside it can make as much
2099
01:42:11,880 --> 01:42:16,109
noise as it likes it probably sounds
2100
01:42:13,560 --> 01:42:17,700
like a tractor but you can't hear it
2101
01:42:16,109 --> 01:42:19,259
because you can't get no use through
2102
01:42:17,699 --> 01:42:20,639
exactly don't think there's the vacuum
2103
01:42:19,260 --> 01:42:21,470
have to be free not to be able to hear
2104
01:42:20,640 --> 01:42:23,970
it
2105
01:42:21,470 --> 01:42:25,770
millionths of an inch thick I'll do so I
2106
01:42:23,970 --> 01:42:28,199
can which waters it take to float that
2107
01:42:25,770 --> 01:42:29,460
so you know where the Queen Elizabeth
2108
01:42:28,199 --> 01:42:31,019
and the answer is a cotton ball if you
2109
01:42:29,460 --> 01:42:33,600
can get a basin the same size of it
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2110
01:42:31,020 --> 01:42:36,330
that's that's a fact it isn't the amount
2111
01:42:33,600 --> 01:42:39,240
it's a fact that it doesn't touch the
2112
01:42:36,329 --> 01:42:44,399
side so what is happening is when you
2113
01:42:39,239 --> 01:42:47,429
want to go up you cover all these except
2114
01:42:44,399 --> 01:42:51,929
for one square inch at the bottom and 50
2115
01:42:47,430 --> 01:42:53,490
pounds and away it goes if you get
2116
01:42:51,930 --> 01:42:55,950
yourself a golf ball which is about an
2117
01:42:53,489 --> 01:42:57,689
inch in diameter if you like they put it
2118
01:42:55,949 --> 01:43:00,809
on the ground and you hit it with an
2119
01:42:57,689 --> 01:43:02,489
iron claw it's gone before you can even
2120
01:43:00,810 --> 01:43:05,310
snap your fingers together and that
2121
01:43:02,489 --> 01:43:08,130
isn't 50 pence at it in it you see what
2122
01:43:05,310 --> 01:43:11,070
I'm saying so what they do they want to
2123
01:43:08,130 --> 01:43:13,260
go quicker release more squares and all
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2124
01:43:11,069 --> 01:43:15,329
M Squared inches in it with 50 pounds
2125
01:43:13,260 --> 01:43:15,780
and off it goes you want it to go this
2126
01:43:15,329 --> 01:43:18,300
way
2127
01:43:15,779 --> 01:43:20,069
release the square at the back it's
2128
01:43:18,300 --> 01:43:26,100
pushing it this way let me go this way
2129
01:43:20,069 --> 01:43:26,939
release a square of the side yes I think
2130
01:43:26,100 --> 01:43:29,340
there the scales
2131
01:43:26,939 --> 01:43:31,169
I don't know well thanks I don't got all
2132
01:43:29,340 --> 01:43:33,360
the answers but I'm absolutely convinced
2133
01:43:31,170 --> 01:43:35,850
you see the milk or daylight really
2134
01:43:33,359 --> 01:43:37,920
close no noise from this is what's
2135
01:43:35,850 --> 01:43:40,380
happening right and I still think
2136
01:43:37,920 --> 01:43:42,149
there's some element of antigravity now
2137
01:43:40,380 --> 01:43:54,119
every time it says fear so don't be daft
2138
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01:43:42,149 --> 01:43:56,389
there's no such thing this is 1988 he
2139
01:43:54,119 --> 01:43:58,880
was an expert in gyroscopes in the
2140
01:43:56,390 --> 01:44:00,860
and he effected this thing there's
2141
01:43:58,880 --> 01:44:03,590
professors name within this article so
2142
01:44:00,859 --> 01:44:05,269
this is absolutely staggering this is
2143
01:44:03,590 --> 01:44:07,579
it's gonna change transport for the
2144
01:44:05,270 --> 01:44:10,100
world everything is going to float and
2145
01:44:07,579 --> 01:44:12,769
you know levitate on its own this is how
2146
01:44:10,100 --> 01:44:14,900
it's going to work what happened you
2147
01:44:12,770 --> 01:44:17,210
read this they whipped him off straight
2148
01:44:14,899 --> 01:44:26,449
away to America and he's never been
2149
01:44:17,210 --> 01:44:29,060
heard of census I'm aware so when they
2150
01:44:26,449 --> 01:44:30,800
say can't it goes the other thing is
2151
01:44:29,060 --> 01:44:33,050
people say well I didn't see it in the
2152
01:44:30,800 --> 01:44:37,480
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sky and all this was picturing me I like
2153
01:44:33,050 --> 01:44:39,800
to show you this is taken recently
2154
01:44:37,479 --> 01:44:41,269
extremely close by the sky stone on the
2155
01:44:39,800 --> 01:44:44,360
hill is it flew us it's what it's like
2156
01:44:41,270 --> 01:44:46,640
down that clearly when planes go by and
2157
01:44:44,359 --> 01:44:49,189
you can't see the airplane or in part
2158
01:44:46,640 --> 01:44:52,400
you can't see because it creates its own
2159
01:44:49,189 --> 01:44:54,139
cloud now I believe I have seen clouds
2160
01:44:52,399 --> 01:44:56,210
that moving I think that's funny they're
2161
01:44:54,140 --> 01:44:58,250
all moving like this beautifully across
2162
01:44:56,210 --> 01:45:01,430
it's not this one this one's going like
2163
01:44:58,250 --> 01:45:04,520
this how is that possible never see the
2164
01:45:01,430 --> 01:45:08,270
UFO just see a cloud moving lenticular
2165
01:45:04,520 --> 01:45:15,560
clouds go across my sky quite often I'm
2166
01:45:08,270 --> 01:45:19,690
convinced Scotty but at the end of the
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2167
01:45:15,560 --> 01:45:19,690
day we can't prove it that's my problem
2168
01:45:42,789 --> 01:45:47,420
well yes I'm sorry I've got I'm thank
2169
01:45:45,439 --> 01:45:50,739
you pond I've got you all I did want you
2170
01:45:47,420 --> 01:45:50,739
two to see this
2171
01:45:52,680 --> 01:46:12,460
they said thank you very much this is as
2172
01:46:10,359 --> 01:46:14,289
near to where on where we all never that
2173
01:46:12,460 --> 01:46:24,210
I could get out to my files in ten
2174
01:46:14,289 --> 01:46:27,369
minutes if I try order sorry
2175
01:46:24,210 --> 01:46:31,409
surprised mr. Michaels my wife says they
2176
01:46:27,369 --> 01:46:34,019
can hear me impress nothing but anyway a
2177
01:46:31,409 --> 01:46:37,659
little while ago
2178
01:46:34,020 --> 01:46:40,570
captain John Watkins respected in the
2179
01:46:37,659 --> 01:46:44,349
end he's going to visit reports of
2180
01:46:40,569 --> 01:46:49,059
talent right and she's coming to see I
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2181
01:46:44,350 --> 01:46:51,010
think that WI and I thought that's
2182
01:46:49,060 --> 01:46:53,320
interesting but she is in charge of
2183
01:46:51,010 --> 01:46:55,690
relatedness in charge as a station
2184
01:46:53,319 --> 01:47:00,219
commander of one of our most important
2185
01:46:55,689 --> 01:47:02,500
defense yes this woman is the top okay
2186
01:47:00,220 --> 01:47:06,820
and she's coming to talk to a bunch of
2187
01:47:02,500 --> 01:47:10,510
nice ladies in the WI one of the nice
2188
01:47:06,819 --> 01:47:12,599
amenities other than she to ask her
2189
01:47:10,510 --> 01:47:16,390
about UFOs
2190
01:47:12,600 --> 01:47:23,289
guess which lady that was and she said
2191
01:47:16,390 --> 01:47:28,570
to her and I fully expected to get the
2192
01:47:23,289 --> 01:47:31,380
usual imagination of people what you
2193
01:47:28,569 --> 01:47:33,909
usually get this is what she said she
2194
01:47:31,380 --> 01:47:36,760
was the only has first of all in
2195
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01:47:33,909 --> 01:47:39,099
commander of an operational station she
2196
01:47:36,760 --> 01:47:42,909
visited her hometown report tell us last
2197
01:47:39,100 --> 01:47:48,020
week I am talking about March 1983 by
2198
01:47:42,909 --> 01:47:51,170
the way but he stayed on to give her
2199
01:47:48,020 --> 01:47:53,240
suggest to the non airforce audience for
2200
01:47:51,170 --> 01:47:55,069
me Miller talked to a large government
2201
01:47:53,239 --> 01:47:57,409
or attending the 40 anniversary
2202
01:47:55,069 --> 01:48:00,469
celebrations bethought Talbot in a will
2203
01:47:57,409 --> 01:48:02,539
probably by the enemy the club captain
2204
01:48:00,470 --> 01:48:07,550
was questioned about the existence of he
2205
01:48:02,539 --> 01:48:11,600
met those countries or not she replied I
2206
01:48:07,550 --> 01:48:15,560
believe that I have seen sources with my
2207
01:48:11,600 --> 01:48:18,440
eyes and on radar I am convinced that
2208
01:48:15,560 --> 01:48:20,620
they are around but we don't know what
2209
01:48:18,439 --> 01:48:24,439
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they are
2210
01:48:20,619 --> 01:48:28,489
this is a lady in charge of one of
2211
01:48:24,439 --> 01:48:31,250
nature's most important air stations do
2212
01:48:28,489 --> 01:48:37,149
they exist she tell me who they exist
2213
01:48:31,250 --> 01:48:39,140
she sees them so they do exist and
2214
01:48:37,149 --> 01:48:47,029
onwards I think I'm going to stop
2215
01:48:39,140 --> 01:48:49,940
because I think there's a limit to some
2216
01:48:47,029 --> 01:48:53,840
of these things are fantastic reports of
2217
01:48:49,939 --> 01:48:57,379
a giant UFO the size of a jumbo jet in
2218
01:48:53,840 --> 01:48:59,300
the Middle East or he investigated the
2219
01:48:57,380 --> 01:49:01,489
inquiry was ordered by the Kuwaiti
2220
01:48:59,300 --> 01:49:04,760
government after the mysterious object
2221
01:49:01,489 --> 01:49:08,239
was said to implemented at a satellite
2222
01:49:04,760 --> 01:49:10,760
tracking station to correct correct a
2223
01:49:08,239 --> 01:49:13,460
newspaper said technicians looked on in
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2224
01:49:10,760 --> 01:49:16,400
amazement as he descended on the station
2225
01:49:13,460 --> 01:49:19,250
the report said that seven men concluded
2226
01:49:16,399 --> 01:49:22,189
an American walked within 250 yards of
2227
01:49:19,250 --> 01:49:24,439
the UFO which was disc-shaped the men
2228
01:49:22,189 --> 01:49:26,449
said they were frozen with aura and was
2229
01:49:24,439 --> 01:49:28,609
certain that no humans were inside the
2230
01:49:26,449 --> 01:49:30,979
flying saucer after if humans the
2231
01:49:28,609 --> 01:49:37,479
objective of the game vertically at
2232
01:49:30,979 --> 01:49:37,479
higher speed I told you that NASA
2233
01:49:37,600 --> 01:49:45,370
investigating
2234
01:49:40,210 --> 01:49:45,369
aliens after stopping was
2235
01:49:45,420 --> 01:49:51,899
three times and they had to send it out
2236
01:49:49,109 --> 01:49:53,339
to ordinary people in order to carry on
2237
01:49:51,899 --> 01:49:57,859
with the workers one of the places he
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2238
01:49:53,340 --> 01:49:57,860
family today - was George old banking
2239
01:49:59,119 --> 01:50:08,069
personal doctor Morrison nice job Joe
2240
01:50:03,779 --> 01:50:09,059
and I went to see sandy equipment if I
2241
01:50:08,069 --> 01:50:10,920
own two eyes
2242
01:50:09,060 --> 01:50:12,300
I'm not sure we should be showing me but
2243
01:50:10,920 --> 01:50:14,430
I didn't get to see it all
2244
01:50:12,300 --> 01:50:15,810
it's not very exciting I didn't bring
2245
01:50:14,430 --> 01:50:17,880
the pictures with me tonight I'm sorry
2246
01:50:15,810 --> 01:50:19,940
but I can't know if you like me - in the
2247
01:50:17,880 --> 01:50:22,980
future but it was racks of equipment
2248
01:50:19,939 --> 01:50:25,469
each containing I think it was a million
2249
01:50:22,979 --> 01:50:28,259
radios each tuned to a different channel
2250
01:50:25,470 --> 01:50:30,240
so they were spending the skies on all
2251
01:50:28,260 --> 01:50:33,470
different frequencies to see if they
2252
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01:50:30,239 --> 01:50:36,210
could pick up an extraterrestrial signal
2253
01:50:33,470 --> 01:50:39,750
very very interested to make one more
2254
01:50:36,210 --> 01:50:41,550
thing on that finish on it took me into
2255
01:50:39,750 --> 01:50:43,409
a little cocky national project this
2256
01:50:41,550 --> 01:50:45,239
parameter little copy there's all
2257
01:50:43,409 --> 01:50:49,319
cuttings on the side the edge of the big
2258
01:50:45,239 --> 01:50:53,039
telescope they won't look like a black
2259
01:50:49,319 --> 01:50:55,469
stove with a pointy top on the top we
2260
01:50:53,039 --> 01:50:57,539
said what do you think that is my stove
2261
01:50:55,470 --> 01:51:02,670
to me he said it doesn't it
2262
01:50:57,539 --> 01:51:07,199
he said well it's cost us formerly city
2263
01:51:02,670 --> 01:51:10,880
what said it's amazing major partly is
2264
01:51:07,199 --> 01:51:14,220
the most accurate clock in the world
2265
01:51:10,880 --> 01:51:16,529
quite and they needed because they're
2266
01:51:14,220 --> 01:51:20,670
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measuring the speed of policies that are
2267
01:51:16,529 --> 01:51:24,300
coming from pulsars and quasars and then
2268
01:51:20,670 --> 01:51:31,739
relying upon the radio time that comes
2269
01:51:24,300 --> 01:51:34,050
from where you tell me but he comes by
2270
01:51:31,739 --> 01:51:39,479
radio you've got regular crocodile it's
2271
01:51:34,050 --> 01:51:41,659
coming from there but unfortunately 6000
2272
01:51:39,479 --> 01:51:43,819
miles per second by the time
2273
01:51:41,658 --> 01:51:46,039
- there they they miles out with their
2274
01:51:43,819 --> 01:51:48,829
time we're timing it billionths of a
2275
01:51:46,039 --> 01:51:51,019
second so it wasn't a cursor by the room
2276
01:51:48,829 --> 01:51:52,189
in there so said to me right I think
2277
01:51:51,020 --> 01:51:55,670
he's got a point in time
2278
01:51:52,189 --> 01:51:57,589
I said no idea something to do radio no
2279
01:51:55,670 --> 01:52:02,989
no we said to stop anybody put in a cup
2280
01:51:57,590 --> 01:52:05,500
of tea or usually they well they are
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2281
01:52:02,988 --> 01:52:05,500
wonderful audience
2282
01:52:09,079 --> 01:52:15,068
[Applause]
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